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Abstract. Since radio sources with Ultra Steep Spec-
tra (USS;  < −1:30; S / ) are ecient tracers of
high redshift radio galaxies (HzRGs), we have dened
three samples of such USS sources using the recently com-
pleted WENSS, TEXAS, MRC, NVSS and PMN radio-
surveys. Our combined sample contains 669 sources with
S1400 > 10 mJy and covers virtually the entire sky outside
the Galactic plane (jbj > 15). For our 2 largest samples,
covering  > −35, we selected only sources with angu-
lar sizes  < 10. For 410 sources, we present radio-maps
with 0:003 to 500 resolution from VLA and ATCA observa-
tions or from the FIRST survey, which allows the optical
identication of these radio sources.
Comparison with spectrally unbiased samples at simi-
lar flux density levels, shows that our spectral index, flux
density, and angular size selections do not aect the an-
gular size distribution of the sample, but do avoid signi-
cant contributions by faint foreground spiral galaxies. We
nd that the spectral index distribution of 143,000 sources
from the WENSS and NVSS consists of a steep spectrum
galaxy and a flat spectrum quasar population, with the
relative contribution of flat spectrum sources doubling
from S1400 > 0:1 Jy to S1400 > 2:5 Jy. The identica-
tion fraction of our USS sources on the POSS (R < 20) is
as low as 15%, independent of spectral index  < −1:30.
We further show that 85% of the USS sources that can
be identied with an X-ray source are probably contained
in galaxy clusters, and that  < −1:6 sources are excel-
lent Galactic pulsar candidates, because the percentage of
these sources is four times higher in the Galactic plane.
Our sample has been constructed to start an intensive
campaign to obtain a large sample of high redshift objects
(z > 3) that is selected in a way that does not suer from
dust extinction or any other optical bias.
Send oprint requests to: Carlos De Breuck
? Tables A.1, A.2 and A.3 are also and appendices B, C
and D are only available in electronic form at the CDS via
anonymous ftp to cdsarc.u-strasbg.fr (130.79.128.5) or via
http://cdsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Abstract.html
Key words: Surveys | Galaxies: active | Radio con-
tinuum: galaxies
1. Introduction
Radio galaxies have now been found out to redshifts
of z = 5:19 (van Breugel et al. 1999b) and radio-loud
quasars out to z = 4:72 (Hook & McMahon 1998). Al-
though new optical selection techniques such as color-
dropouts, deep spectroscopy of blank elds, and narrow-
band Ly imaging have now found galaxies at simi-
lar (Steidel et al. 1999) and even higher redshifts (up
to z  5:75; Dey et al. 1998; Weymann et al. 1998;
Spinrad et al. 1998, Hu, McMahon & Cowie 1999), radio
sources are still the only objects that can be selected
uniformly over all redshift ranges, and in a way that
does not suer from optical biases such as dust ex-
tinction, which is known to be important at these
high redshifts (e.g. Hughes, Dunlop, & Rawlings 1997;
Ivison et al. 1998; Dickinson 1998).
At low to moderate redshift (z < 1),
powerful radio sources are uniquely identied
with massive ellipticals (Lilly & Longair 1984;
Owen & Laing 1989; Best, Longair & Ro¨ttgering 1998;
McLure & Dunlop 2000). The strongest indications
that this is also true at higher redshifts comes from
the near-IR Hubble K − z diagram of radio galaxies
which shows a remarkably close correlation from the
present out to z = 5:19 (Lilly 1989; Eales et al. 1997;
van Breugel et al. 1998, van Breugel et al. 1999b). This
suggests that we can use radio galaxies to study the
formation and evolution of the most massive galaxies,
which, by their implied star-formation history, can put
important constraints on galaxy formation models, and
even on cosmological parameters (e.g. Dunlop et al. 1996;
Spinrad et al. 1997). Although the unication model for
radio galaxies and quasars (e.g. Barthel 1989) suggests
we could also use quasars as tracers, a detailed stellar
population study of quasar host galaxies is almost
impossible due to the extreme luminosity of the AGN.
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Fig. 1. 3251400 against z for 2 samples without spec-
tral index selection (3CR, Spinrad et al. 1985 and
MRC, McCarthy et al. 1996), and 2 USS samples (4C,
Chambers et al. 1996a and our new WN/TN samples, as
dened in this paper). Note that the correlation is present
in the spectrally unbiased 3CR and MRC, and that the 4C
and our new USS samples are nding three to ve times more
z > 2 radio galaxies than the MRC. The horizontal dotted line
indicates the 3251400 < −1:3 cuto used in our USS sample.
Furthermore, samples of radio sources designed to nd
large quantities of quasars require additional optical se-
lections (e.g. Gregg et al. 1996, Hook & McMahon 1998,
White et al. 2000).
Considerable eort has been spent over the last decade
to nd these high redshift radio galaxies (HzRGs), which
has lead to the discovery of more than 140 radio galax-
ies at redshifts z > 2 (see e.g. De Breuck et al. 1998a
for a recent summary). However by z > 3, their num-
bers become increasingly sparse, and using flux lim-
ited radio surveys such as the 3CR (S178 > 10 Jy;
Laing, Riley & Longair 1983), or the MRC strip (S408 >
0:95 Jy; McCarthy et al. 1996), the highest redshift ra-
dio galaxy found so far is at z  3:2 (Fig. 1;
Rawlings, Eales, & Warren 1990; McCarthy et al. 1996).
This redshift limit arises because radio power is correlated
with redshift in bright flux limited samples, and an up-
per limit exists in the radio luminosity. Lowering the flux
limit would not only substantially increase the number of
sources in these samples, but at the same time the fraction
of luminous very high redshift radio galaxies would de-
crease (Blundell et al. 1998, Jarvis et al. 1999). This frac-
tional decrease would arise even if there is no decrease
in co-moving space density at z  2:5. Such a redshift
cuto has been suggested by Bremer et al.(1998), but re-
cently Jarvis et al.(1999) rule out a break at z < 2:5. To
eciently nd large numbers of HzRGs in acceptable ob-
serving times, it is therefore necessary to apply additional
selection criteria, at the expense of completeness.
By far the most successful selection crite-
rion has been the ultra steep spectrum criterion
(e.g. Ro¨ttgering et al. 1994; Chambers et al. 1996a;
Blundell et al. 1998). Selecting sources with very steep
radio spectra increases dramatically the chance of nding
z > 2 radio galaxies (Fig. 1). This technique is based
on the results of Tielens et al. (1979) and Blumenthal
& Miley (1979), who found that the identication frac-
tion on the POSS (R < 20) decreases with steepening
spectral index, consistent with the steeper sources being
at higher redshifts. It is now getting clear that this
correlation can be explained by a combination of a K-
correction of a concave radio spectrum and an increasing
spectral curvature with redshift (Krolik & Chen 1991,
Carilli et al. 1998; van Breugel et al. 1999a). To further
investigate the z −  correlation, we have calculated
spectral indices using the flux densities from the WENSS
(Rengelink et al. 1997) and NVSS (Condon et al. 1998)
catalogs for four dierent samples: the flux den-
sity limited 3CR (Spinrad et al. 1985) and MRC
(McCarthy et al. 1996) surveys, and the USS samples
from the 4C (Chambers et al. 1996a) and the one pre-
sented in this paper. The results (Fig. 1) show a trend
for steeper spectral index sources to have higher redshifts
in flux limited, spectrally unbiased samples, conrming
the empirical relation out to the highest redshifts. The
eciency of the USS criterion is clearly illustrated by the
fact that the 4C USS sample (Chambers et al. 1996a)
contains 50% z > 2 sources, and by the early spectroscopic
results on the USS samples presented in this paper, which
indicate that 2/3 of our sources have z > 2. It is even
more impressive to note that 13 of the 14 radio galaxies
at z > 3:5 we know of have been found from samples
with a steep spectral index selection1! The limitation of
this technique is that the steepest spectrum sources are
rare, comprising typically only 0.5% (at  < −1:30) of a
complete low frequency sample; therefore, large and deep
all sky surveys are needed to obtain a signicant sample
of USS sources.
With the advent of several new deep all-sky surveys
(x2), it is now possible for the rst time to construct a
well dened all-sky USS sample with optimized selection
criteria to nd large numbers of z > 3 radio galaxies. In
this paper, we describe the construction of such a sam-
ple, and present high resolution radio observations needed
to determine accurate positions and morphologies. This
information is essential for the optical and near-IR identi-
1 The only exception is VLA J123642+6213
(Waddington et al. 1999), which has been identied in the
HDF, but it does have a steep spectral index (85001400 = −0:94).
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Table 1: Radio Surveys
WENSS TEXAS MRC
Frequency (MHz) 325 365 408
Sky region (J2000)  > +29 −35:7 <  < +71:5 −85<  < +18:5
# of sources 229,576 67,551 12,141
Resolution 5400 5400cosec 1000a 2:062 2:086 sec( − 35:5)
Position uncertainty 1:005 0:005|100 800
(strong sources)
RMS noise 4 mJy 20 mJy 70 mJy
Flux density limit 18 mJy 150 mJy 670 mJy
Reference Rengelink et al. 1997 Douglas et al. 1996 Large et al. 1981
NVSS FIRST PMN
Frequency (MHz) 1400 1400 4850
Sky region (J2000)  > −40b 7h20m <  < 17h20m; +22:2 <  < +57:5 −87:5 <  < +10
21h20m <  < 3h20m; −2:5 <  < +1:6
# of sources 1,689,515 437,429 50,814
Resolution 4500 4500 500 500 40:2
Position uncertainty 100 0:001 4500
(strong sources)
RMS noise 0.5 mJy 0.15 mJy 8 mJy
Flux density limit 2.5 mJy 1 mJy 20 mJy
Reference Condon et al. 1998 Becker et al. 1995 Grith & Wright 1993
a The Texas interferometer has a complicated beam. However, sources with separations between 1000 and 20 can be successfully
modeled as doubles, and will have a single entry in the catalog. See Douglas et al. 1996 for details.
b Some small gaps are not covered. They are listed on the NVSS homepage (1998 January 19 version).
cations, and subsequent optical spectroscopy of a signif-
icant sub-set of our sample, which will be described in a
future papers. The organization of the paper is as follows:
we describe the radio surveys we used in x2 and dene our
samples in x3. We present and discuss our radio observa-
tions in x4, and present our conclusions in x5.
2. Description of the Radio Surveys
During the past years, several all-sky radio-surveys have
become available (Table 1), which are 1{2 orders of mag-
nitude more sensitive than previous surveys at similar fre-
quencies (Fig. 2). The combination of these new surveys
allows us to dene for the rst time a large sample of USS
sources that covers the whole sky2 in both hemispheres.
We list the main survey parameters in Table 1. In this
section, we will briefly discuss the usefulness of these new
radio surveys for the construction of USS samples.
2.1. WENSS
The Westerbork Northern Sky Survey (WENSS;
Rengelink et al. 1997) at 325 MHz is the deepest
2 To facilitate optical follow-up, we will exclude the Galactic
plane at jbj < 15
low-frequency survey with a large sky coverage (3.14 sr).
We used the WENSS to dene the largest, and most
complete USS sample to date, covering the entire sky
North of declination 29. We used version 1.0 of the main
and polar WENSS catalogs. A small area is covered by
both these catalogs; we selected only the sources from the
main catalog in this overlapping area.
2.2. Texas
The Texas survey, made with the Texas interferometer
from 1974 to 1983 (Douglas et al. 1996), covers 9.63 stera-
dians at a frequency of 365 MHz with a limiting flux den-
sity about ten times higher than that of the WENSS. The
Texas interferometer’s 3.5 km maximum baseline provides
<100 positional accuracy, but its poor uv-coverage leads
to irregular beamshapes and lobe-shifts, hampering ac-
curate modeling of extended sources. A detailed discus-
sion of these complications can be found in Douglas et al.
(1996). To minimize these problems, we have selected only
the 40.9% sources that are well modeled (listed with a
’+++’ flag in the catalog). This selection excludes pri-
marily S365 < 700 mJy sources (Fig. 3), but even at
S365 > 700 mJy, one out of three sources is excluded
by this criterion. Douglas et al. 1996 have calculated the
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Fig. 2. Limiting flux density plotted for all major radio sur-
veys. Lines are of constant spectral indices of −1:3. Note that
WENSS, NVSS and FIRST have flux density limits  100
times deeper than previous surveys at comparable wavelengths.
Fig. 3. Fraction of sources with ’+++’ flag in the Texas catalog
(see text) as a function of Texas S365 flux density. Note that
the selection of ’+++’ sources excludes primarily sources with
S365 < 700 mJy.
completeness above flux density S of the Texas catalog
(dened as the fraction of sources with true flux density
greater than S which appear in the catalog) by comparing
the Texas with the MRC (Large et al. 1981) and a vari-
ety of other low-frequency catalogs. They found that the
completeness varies with declination (because the survey
was done in declination strips over a large time span), and
an expected increase in completeness at higher flux den-
Table 2: Completeness of the Texas survey
Limiting flux density all sources ’+++’ sources
250 mJy 0.8 0.2
350 mJy 0.88 0.28
500 mJy 0.92 0.40
750 mJy 0.96 0.51
1 Jy 0.96 0.50
Fig. 4. Ratio of integrated Texas over WENSS flux density
against integrated WENSS flux density. Only Texas ’+++’
sources are plotted. The horizontal line is the expected ratio
0.865 due to the 40 MHz dierence in central frequency, and
assuming a spectral index of 1400365 = −0:88. The curved line
indicates a 150 mJy flux density limit in the Texas catalog.
Note the increasing amount of overestimated Texas flux densi-
ties with decreasing flux density SWENSS < 400 mJy.
sities. In Table 2, we reproduce their completeness table,
extended with the values after the ’+++’ selection.
To examine the reliability of the listed flux densities,
and to check to what extent the ’+++’ selection has re-
moved the spurious sources from the catalog, we have cor-
related the Texas ’+++’ sources with WENSS, NVSS and
FIRST. In Figure 4, we compare the Texas flux densities
with those of the WENSS. At S325 > 500 mJy, the ratio
of the flux densities is closely distributed around 0.9. This
ratio is what we expect due to the 40 MHz central fre-
quency dierence between the two surveys and assuming
a spectral index 1400365 = −0:879 (the median of the Texas-
NVSS spectral indices). At S325 < 500 mJy, the number
of sources in the Texas catalog which are brighter than
in WENSS catalog increases with decreasing flux density.
This can be explained by the ’up-scattering’ of sources
near the flux limit of the Texas catalog (i.e. only sources
intrinsically brighter than S365 = 150 mJy will be de-
tected, but no S365 < 150 mJy sources with a large posi-
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tive flux density measurement error). The result of this on
a USS sample based on the Texas survey and correlated
with a higher frequency survey (such as the NVSS), will
be that with lower S365, we will nd more sources whose
spectral indices appear steeper than they really are.
We also examined the dependence of the ratio
Texas/WENSS flux density on angular size, determined
from the FIRST survey (see x2.1.4). We found no signif-
icant residual variation of the flux density ratio at sizes
between 500 and 20.
In Figure 6b, we plot the density of NVSS sources
around a Texas source (see also x2.2.5). The width of the
over-density peak ( 1000) is due to the positional inac-
curacies in the Texas and NVSS catalogues. However, the
very broad tail of sources between 2000 and 11000 and the
secondary peak coinciding with the fringe separation at
7300 indicates that the ’+++’ selection did not remove all
spurious sources from the catalog.
In summary, after the selection of ’+++’ sources,
the Texas catalog still contains < 5% spurious sources
(Douglas et al. 1996), probably due to residual lobe-
shifted sources. Our comparison of the Texas flux densities
with those of the WENSS survey shows that the dier-
ences are consistent with the errors quoted in the cata-
log. The selection of the Texas catalog with only ’+++’
sources is thus >95% reliable, but only 40% complete.
2.3. NVSS
The NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS; Condon et al. 1998)
covers the 10.3 steradians north of −40 at 1.4 GHz, and
reaches a 50 times lower limiting flux density than previ-
ous large area 1.4 GHz surveys. At the flux density levels
we are using (S1400 > 10 mJy), the catalog is virtually
complete. Because the NVSS resolution is comparable to
that of the WENSS and Texas surveys, and its sky cover-
age is large, we use the NVSS to determine the spectral in-
dices in our USS samples based on the WENSS and Texas
surveys. The nal NVSS catalog was not yet completed
at the time of our USS sample construction. For our nal
sample, presented in this paper, we use the 1998 January
19 version. This version still lacks data in a small number
of regions of the sky (listed on the NVSS homepage). As
a result, the sky coverage of the area listed in Table 3 is
only 99.77%.
2.4. FIRST
The Faint Images of Radio Sky at Twenty centime-
ters (FIRST, Becker et al. 1995) survey is currently being
made with the VLA in the B-array at 1.4 GHz, and has
a limiting flux density three times deeper than the NVSS.
We used the 1998 February 4 version of the catalog, cov-
ering 1.45 steradians. As noted by Becker et al. (1995),
the photometry for extended sources in FIRST might be
less reliable than that of the NVSS, due to the 9 higher
Fig. 5. Sky coverage of our 3 USS samples. Constant decli-
nation lines denote the boundaries between our the WN and
TN and between the TN and MP samples, as indicated on the
right. Note the dierence in source density and the exclusion
of the Galactic Plane.
resolution, which could underestimate large-scale diuse
radio emission. As the FIRST area is completely covered
by the NVSS, we will consistently use NVSS flux densities
for our spectral index calculation. The main advantages of
FIRST over NVSS for our purposes are the much better
positional accuracy (< 0:005) and the higher (500) resolution.
This combination allows the identication of even the very
faint (R > 20) optical counterparts of radio sources. Ad-
ditionally, the fainter detection limit of the FIRST allows
an extra check on the flux densities of compact sources.
2.5. MRC
The Molonglo Reference Catalog of radio sources
(Large et al. 1981) at 408 MHz is presently the most sen-
sitive low-frequency catalog with reasonable positional ac-
curacy that covers the deep southern hemisphere,  <
−35. We will use this catalog in combination with the
PMN survey (see below) to dene the rst USS sample at
 < −40.
2.6. PMN
The Parkes-MIT-NRAO (PMN) survey is a combina-
tion of 4 strips observed with the Parkes telescope at
4.85 GHz. The strips cover dierent parts of the sky, each
with a slightly dierent limiting flux density. The regions
are: southern (−87:5 <  < −37, Wright et al. 1994),
zenith (−37 <  < −29, Wright et al. 1996), tropical
(−29 <  < −9:5, Grith et al. 1994), and equatorial
(−9:5 <  < +10, Grith et al. 1995). For our southern
hemisphere sample, we have used the southern and zenith
catalogs to nd USS sources at  < −30.
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Fig. 6. The density of sources from the high frequency catalog used in the correlation (NVSS or PMN) around sources from the
low frequency catalog (WENSS, Texas or MRC) as a function of search radius. The dotted line represents the distribution of
confusion sources (see text). The apparent under-density of WENSS{NVSS sources at search radii > 6000 is due to the grouping
of multiple component sources in the 10 resolution WENSS. Note the plateau and secondary peak around the 7300 Texas fringe
separation in the Texas{NVSS correlation and the much larger uncertainty in the MRC{PMN correlation.
3. USS Samples
Figure 2 shows that the surveys described above
have very compatible flux density limits for den-
ing samples of USS sources. At the same time, their
sky coverage is larger and more uniform than pre-
vious surveys used for USS sample construction
(Wieringa & Katgert 1992, Ro¨ttgering et al. 1994;
Chambers et al. 1996a, Blundell et al. 1998;
Rengelink (1998), Pursimo et al. 1999,
Pedani & Grue 1999, Andernach et al.2000). We
selected the deepest low and high frequency survey
available at each part of the sky. For a small region
−35 <  < −30 which is covered by both Texas
and MRC, we used both surveys. This resulted in a
more complete samples since the lower sensitivity of
the PMN survey in the zenith strip (see x2.6) is partly
compensated by the (albeit incomplete) Texas survey.
To avoid problems with high Galactic extinction during
optical imaging and spectroscopy, all regions at Galactic
latitude jbj < 15 were excluded3, as well as the area
within 7of the LMC and SMC. This resulted in three
USS samples that cover a total of 9.4 steradians (Fig. 5).
We designate the USS samples by a two-letter name,
using the rst letter of their low- and high-frequency con-
tributing surveys. Sources from these samples are named
with this 2-letter prex followed by their IAU J2000-names
using the positions from the NVSS catalog (WN and TN
samples) or the MRC catalog (MP sample). We did not re-
name the sources after a more accurate position from our
radio observations or from the FIRST survey. The sample
denitions are summarized in Table 3.
3 This also reduces the number of Galactic pulsars in our
sample (see x4.7.2).
3.1. Survey combination issues
We rst discuss the problems that arise when combining
radio surveys with dierent resolutions and positional un-
certainties.
3.1.1. Correlation search radius
Due to the positional uncertainties and resolution dier-
ences between radio surveys, in general the same source
will be listed with slightly dierent positions in the cata-
logs.
To empirically determine the search radius within
which to accept sources in 2 catalogs to be the same, we
compared the density of objects around the position listed
in the low-frequency survey (which has lower resolution)
with the expected number of random correlations in each
sample ( confusion sources). To determine this number
as a function of distance from the position in the most ac-
curate catalog, we created a random position catalog by
shifting one of the input catalogs by 1 in declination, and
made a correlation with this shifted catalog. The density
of sources as a function of distance from the un-shifted
catalog then represents the expected number of confus-
ing sources as a function of radial distance. In Figure 6,
we plot for each of our three samples the observed den-
sity around these sources with this confusing distribution
over-plotted. The correlation search radius should thus be
chosen at a distance small enough for the density of con-
fusion sources to be negligible.
We decided to adopt the radius where the density of
real sources is at least ten times higher that the density of
confusion sources as the search radius for our sample con-
struction, except for the WN sample (would be 1500) where
we chose the same radius as for the TN sample (1000). The
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Table 3: USS samples
Sample Sky Area Density Spectral Index Search Radius Flux Limit Ca Ra # of Sources
sr−1 mJy
WN 29<  < 75, jbj > 15b 151 1400325  −1:30 1000 S1400 > 10 96% 90% 343
TN −35<  < 29, jbj > 15b 48c 1400365  −1:30 1000 S1400 > 10 97%c 93% 268
MP  < −30, jbj > 15 26 4800408  −1:20 8000 S408 > 700; S4850 > 35 100% 100% 58
a C=completeness and R=reliability accounting only for scattering across the spectral index limit (see x3.3.1).
b coverage is only 99.7% because some small patches of sky we not covered at the time of writing. They are listed on the NVSS homepage
(1998 January 19 version).
c Because we selected only problem free sources from the Texas survey, the eective completness of the TN sample is  30%.
later was done for consistency between both samples. Be-
cause of the ve times lower resolution and source densities
in the MRC and PMN surveys, the search radius of the
MP sample is eight times larger. Summarized, the search
radii we used are 1000 for WN and TN, and 8000 for MP.
3.1.2. Angular size
In order to minimize errors in the spectral indices due
to dierent resolutions and missing flux on large angular
scales in the composing surveys, we have only considered
sources which are not resolved into dierent components
in the composing surveys. Eectively, this imposes an an-
gular size cuto of 10 to the WN, 20 to the TN sample
and 40 to the MP sample. We deliberately did not choose
a smaller angular size cuto (as e.g. Blundell et al. (1998)
did for the 6C sample), because (1) higher resolution an-
gular size information is only available in the area covered
by the FIRST survey, and (2) even a 1500 cuto would
only reduce the number of sources by 30%, while it would
denitely exclude several HzRGs from the sample. For ex-
ample, in the 4C USS sample (Chambers et al. 1996b),
three out of eight z > 2 radio galaxies have angular sizes
>1500.
We think that our 10 angular size cuto will exclude
almost no HzRGs, because the largest angular size for
z > 2 radio galaxies in the literature is 5300 (4C 23.56
at z = 2:479; Chambers et al. 1996a, Carilli et al. 1997),
while all 45 z > 2:5 radio galaxies with good radio maps
are < 3500 (Carilli et al. 1997). Although the sample of
known z > 2 radio galaxies is aected by angular size se-
lection eects, very few HzRGs larger than 10 would be
expected.
The main incompleteness of our USS sample stems
from the spectral index cuto and the flux limit (x3.2).
However, our flux limit (S1400=10 mJy) is low enough
to break most of the redshift-radio power degeneracy at
z > 2. To achieve this with flux limited samples, multiple
samples are needed (e.g. Blundell et al. 1999).
3.2. Sample denition
3.2.1. WENSS-NVSS (WN) sample
A correlation of the WENSS and NVSS catalogs with a
search radius of 1000 centered on the WENSS position (see
x3.1.1) provides spectral indices for  143; 000 sources.
Even with a very steep 1400325  −1:30 spectral index cri-
terion, we would still have 768 sources in our sample. To
facilitate follow-up radio observations, and to increase the
accuracy of the derived spectral indices (see x3.3.1), we
have selected only NVSS sources with S1400 > 10 mJy.
Because the space density of the highest redshift galax-
ies is low, it is important not to limit the sample area
(see e.g. Rawlings et al. 1998) to further reduce the num-
ber of sources in our sample. Because the NVSS has a
slightly higher resolution than the WENSS (4500 compared
to 5400  5400cosec ), some WENSS sources have more
than one associated NVSS source. We have rejected the
11 WN sources that have a second NVSS source within
one WENSS beam. Instead of the nominal WENSS beam
(5400  5400cosec), we have used a circular 7200 WENSS
beam, corresponding to the major axis of the beam at
 = 48, the position that divides the WN sample into
equal numbers to the North and South. The nal WN
sample contains 343 sources.
3.2.2. Texas-NVSS (TN) sample
Because the Texas and NVSS both have a large sky-
coverage, the area covered by the TN sample includes 90%
of the WN area. In the region  > 29, we have based our
sample on the WENSS, since it does not suer from lobe-
shift problems and reaches ten times lower flux densities
than the Texas survey (x2.2). In the remaining 5.28 stera-
dians South of declination +29, we have spectral indices
for  25; 200 sources. Again, we used a 1000 search radius
(see x3.1.1), and for the same reason as in the WN sample
we selected only NVSS sources with S1400 > 10 mJy. Com-
bined with the 1400365  −1:30 criterion, the number of USS
TN sources is 285. As for the WN sample, we further ex-
cluded sources with more than one S1400 >10 mJy NVSS
source within 6000 around the TEXAS position, leaving
268 sources in the nal TN sample. We remind (see x2.2)
that the selection of the TEXAS survey we used is only
40% complete with a strong dependence on flux den-
sity. Using the values from table 2, we estimate that the
completeness of our TN sample is 30%.
3.2.3. MRC-PMN (MP) sample
In the overlapping area, we preferred the TN over the MP
sample for the superior positional accuracies and resolu-
tions of both Texas and NVSS compared to MRC or PMN.
Because the MRC survey has a low source density, we
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Fig. 7. Spectral index distributions from the WENSS-NVSS correlation. The left and right panels show the variation with
325 MHz and 1.4 GHz flux density. A low frequency selected sample is more appropriate to study the steep-spectrum population.
The parameters of a two-component Gaussian t (dotted line = steep, dashed line = flat) are shown in each panel. The solid
line is the sum of both Gaussians.
would have only 13 MP sources with 4850408  −1:30. We
therefore relaxed this selection criterion to 4850408  −1:20,
yielding a total sample of 58 sources in the deep South
( < −30).
3.3. Discussion
3.3.1. Spectral index errors
We have listed the errors in the spectral indices due to flux
density errors in the catalogs in Tables A.1 to A.3. The
WN and TN samples have the most accurate spectral in-
dices: the median spectral index errors are 1400325 = 0:04
for WN sources and 1400365 = 0:04 (S365 > 1 Jy) to
0.07 (S365 > 150 mJy) for TN sources. For the MP sam-
ple, 4850408  0:1, with little dependence on flux density
(S408 > 750mJy).
Because our sample selects the sources in the steep tail
of the spectral index distribution (Fig. 7 and 8), there will
be more sources with an intrinsic spectral index flatter
than our cuto spectral index that get scattered into our
sample by measurement errors than there will be sources
with intrinsic spectral index steeper than the cuto that
get scattered out of our sample.
Following the method of Rengelink (1998), we tted
the steep tail between −1:60 <  < −1:0 with a Gaus-
sian function. For each of our three samples, we generated
a mock sample drawn from this distribution, and added
measurement errors by convolving this true spectral index
distribution with a Gaussian distribution with as standard
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deviation the mean error of the spectral indices. The WN
mock sample predicts that 13 1400325 < −1:30 sources get
scattered out of the sample while 36 1400325 > −1:30 sources
get scattered into the USS sample. Thus, the WN sample
is 96% complete and 90% reliable. For the TN sample, we
expect to loose 7 1400365 < −1:30 sources4, and have 18
contaminating 1400365 > −1:30 sources. The completeness
is thus 97% and the reliability 93%. For the MP sample,
this spectral index scattering is negligible, because there
are too few sources in the steep spectral index tail.
Our reliability and completeness are signicantly
better than the values of 75% and 50% of
Rengelink (1998) because (1) our spectral indices are
more accurate because they were determined from a
wider frequency interval than the 325{610 MHz used by
Rengelink (1998), and (2) our sample has a steeper cut-
o spectral index, where the spectral index distribution
function contains fewer sources and has a shallower slope,
leading to fewer sources that can scatter in or out of the
sample.
3.3.2. Spectral index distributions
Using the 143,000 spectral indices from the WENSS-NVSS
correlation, we examined the flux density dependence of
the steep and flat spectrum sources. Selecting sources with
S325 > 50 mJy or S1400 > 100 mJy assures that we will





ln(325=1400) = 0:82 respectively, where
SlimNV SS = 3:5 mJy and S
lim
WENSS = 30 mJy are the low-
est flux densities where the NVSS and WENSS are com-
plete (Condon et al. 1998, Rengelink et al. 1997). The re-
sults shown in Figure 7 therefore reflect only the ef-
fect of a dierent selection frequency. Two populations
are present in both the S325 and S1400 selected distri-
butions. The peaks of the steep and flat populations at
1400325  −0:8 and 1400325  −0:4 do not show signi-
cant shifts over three orders of magnitude in flux density.
This is consistent with the results that have been found
at 4.8 GHz (Witzel et al. 1979, Machalski & Rys 1981,
Owen, Condon, & Ledden 1983), with the exception that
their 48001400  0:0 for the flat spectrum component is flat-
ter than the 1400325  −0:4 we found. However, we nd
that the relative contribution of the flat spectrum com-
ponent increases from 25% at S1400 > 0:1 Jy to 50% at
S1400 > 2:5 Jy
Because the steep- and flat-spectrum populations are
best separated in the S1400 >2.5 Jy bin, we have searched
the literature for identications of all 58 S1400 > 2:5 Jy
sources to determine the nature of both populations. All
but one (3C 399, Martel et al. 1998) of the objects outside
of the Galactic plane (jbj > 15) were optically identied.
4 only due to the spectral index cuto, the sample has more
important incompleteness factors; see x2.2
Fig. 8. Logarithmic spectral index distribution for WENSS-
NVSS (full line), Texas-NVSS (dot-dash line) and MRC-PMN
(dotted line). The vertical line indicates the -1.3 cuto used
in our spectral index selection. Note the dierence in number
density and the sharper fall-o on the flat-end part of the TN
and MP compared to the WN.
Of the 30 steep spectrum (1400325 < −0:6) sources, two
thirds were galaxies, while the rest were quasars. Half of
the flat spectrum (1400325 > −0:6) sources were quasars,
20% blazars, and 30% galaxies. Figure 7 therefore con-
rms that the steep and flat spectral index populations
are dominated by radio galaxies and quasars respectively.
We also nd that while the relative strength between the
steep and flat spectrum populations changes due to the
selection frequency, the median spectral index and width
of the population does not change signicantly over three
orders in magnitude of flux density. Even fainter studies
would eventually start to get contamination from the faint
blue galaxy population (see e.g. Windhorst et al. 1985).
3.3.3. Consistency of the three USS samples
We compare the spectral index distributions of our three
USS samples in logarithmic histograms (Fig. 8). The dis-
tributions are dierent in two ways. First, the WENSS-
NVSS correlation contains nine times more sources than
the Texas-NVSS, and 14 times more than the MRC-PMN
correlation. Second, the shapes of the distributions are
dierent: while the steep side of the TN sample coincides
with that of the WN, its flat end part falls o much faster.
The eect is so strong that it even shifts the TN peak
steep-wards by  0:15. For the MP sample, the same ef-
fect is less pronounced, though still present.
Both eects are due to the dierent flux density lim-
its of the catalogs. The deeper WENSS catalog obviously
contains more sources than the TEXAS or MRC catalogs,
shifting the distributions vertically in Figure 2. The rela-
tive ’shortage’ of flat spectrum sources in the Texas-NVSS
and MRC-PMN correlations can be explained as follows.
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Table 4: Radio Observations
UT Date Telescope Cong. Frequency Resolution # of sources
1996 October 28 VLA A 4.86 GHz 0:003 90 WN, 25 TN
1997 January 25 VLA BnA 4.86 GHz 0:006 29 TN
1997 March 10 VLA BnA 4.885 GHz 0:006 8 TN
1997 December 15 ATCA 6C 1.420 GHz 600 600 cosec 41 MP, 32 TN
1998 August 12+17 VLA B 4.86 GHz 1:000 151 WN
A source at the flux density limit in both WENSS and
NVSS would have a spectral index of 1400325 = −1:3, while
for Texas and NVSS this would be 1400365 = −1:7 (see
Fig. 2). Faint NVSS sources with spectral indices flat-
ter than these limits will thus more often get missed in
the TEXAS catalog than in the WENSS catalog. This
eect is even strengthened by the lower completeness at
low flux densities of the Texas catalog. However, very few
USS sources will be missed in either the WENSS-NVSS
or Texas-NVSS correlations5. The parallel slope also indi-
cates that the USS sources from both the WENSS-NVSS
and Texas-NVSS correlations were drawn from the same
population of radio sources. We therefore expect a similar
eciency in nding HzRGs from both samples.
The MP sample has been dened using a spectral in-
dex with a much wider frequency dierence. However, the
observed ATCA 1.420 GHz flux densities can be used to
construct 1420408 . An ’a posteriori’ selection using 1420408 
−1:30 from out ATCA observations (see x4.2) would keep
60% of the MP sources in a WN/TN USS sample.
4. Radio Observations
Of all the major radio surveys described in x2, only FIRST
has sucient positional accuracy and resolution for the
optical identication of R > 20 objects. We present FIRST
maps of 139 WN and 8 TN sources in appendices B.2 and
B.4.
Outside the area covered by FIRST, we have
observed all the remaining WN sources, 30% of
the TN sample, and 71% of the MP sources at
0:003 to 500 resolution using the Very Large Ar-
ray (VLA; Napier, Thompson & Ekers 1983) and
Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA;
Frater, Brooks & Whiteoak 1992) telescopes. A log
of the radio observations is given in Table 4. We observed
targets for our VLA runs on the basis of declination
(A-array for  > 0 and BnA-array for  < 0) and sky
coverage of the WN and TN samples, which were still
incomplete at the time of the 1996 observations. We
observed all WN, and most TN sources with the VLA,
and all MP sources with the ATCA. We observed TN
sources between −31<  < −10 with either VLA or
ATCA, depending on the progress of the NVSS at the
time of the observations.
5 The TN sample will have more spurious sources at low flux
density levels; see x2.2
4.1. VLA observations and data reduction
We observed all sources in the standard 4.86 GHz C-band
with a 50 MHz bandwidth, resulting in a resolution of
0:003 in the A-array and 100 in the BnA-array. We spent
5 minutes on each source, implying a theoretical rms level
of 75 Jy, or a ratio of total integrated signal over map
noise of 110 for the weakest sources, assuming no spectral
curvature beyond 1.4 GHz. We performed calibration and
data editing in AIPS, the Astronomical Image Process-
ing System from NRAO. We used 3C286 as the primary
flux calibrator in all runs. Comparison of the flux density
of 3C48 with the predicted values indicated the absolute
flux density scale was accurate up to 2%. We observed
nearby (within 15) secondary flux calibrators every 15 to
20 minutes to calibrate the phases. After flagging of bad
data, we spilt the uv-data up into separate data sets for
imaging and self-calibration in DIFMAP, the Caltech dif-
ference mapping program (Sheppard et al.1997). We used
eld sizes of 16400 (A−array) or 25600 (BnA−array) with
pixel scales of 0:0008 / pixel (A−array) or 0:0025 / pixel
(BnA−array). Even the smallest eld of view is still four
times larger than the resolution of the NVSS, so all com-
ponents of an unresolved NVSS source will be covered.
We cleaned each source brighter than the 5 level, fol-
lowed by a phase-only self-calibration. We repeated the
latter for all sources in the eld of a source. Next, we
made a new model from the (self-calibrated) uv-data, and
subsequently cleaned to the level reached before. The last
stage in the mapping routine was a deep clean with a 1%
gain factor over the entire eld. Most of the resulting maps
have noise levels in the range 75 to 100 Jy, as expected.
4.2. ATCA observations and data reduction
We used the ATCA in the 6C conguration, which has a
largest baseline of 6km. We observed at a central frequency
of 1.384 GHz, which was selected to avoid local interfer-
ence. We used 21 of the 30 frequency channels that had
high enough signal, which resulted in an eective central
frequency of 1.420 GHz, with a 84 MHz bandwidth. In or-
der to obtain a good uv-coverage, we observed each source
eight to ten times for three minutes, spread in hour angle.
The primary flux calibrator was the source 1934-648; we
used secondary flux calibrators within 20 of the sources
to calibrate the phases. We performed editing and calibra-
tion in AIPS, following standard procedures. We made
maps using the automated mapping/self-calibration pro-
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cedure MAPIT in AIPS. The resulting 1.420 GHz maps
(Fig. B.6.) have noise levels of 5 mJy.
4.3. Results
Of all 343 WN sources, 139 have FIRST maps (appendix
B.2). All remaining 204 sources were observed, and 141
were detected. The remaining 30% were too faint at
4.86 GHz to be detected in 5 min snapshots, because
their high frequency spectral index steepens more than
expected, or they were over-resolved. Because they are
signicantly brighter, all the observed 89 TN and 41 MP
sources were detected. We present contour maps of all the
detections in Appendices B.1, B.3, B.5, and B.6 and list
the source parameters in Tables A.1 to A.3.
We have subdivided our sources into 5 morphologi-
cal classes, using a classication similar to that used by
Ro¨ttgering et al. (1994). Note that this classication is in-
evitably a strong function of the resolution, which varies
by a factor of 20 between the VLA A-array and the ATCA
observations.
We have determined the source parameters by tting
two-dimensional Gaussian prole to all the components of
a source. The results are listed in Tables A.1 to A.3 which
contain:
Col 1: Name of the source in IAU J2000 format. The
2-letter prex indicates the sample: WN: WENSS{
NVSS, TN: Texas{NVSS, MP: MRC{PMN.
Col 2: The integrated flux density from the low-frequency
catalog.
Col 3: The integrated flux density at the intermediate fre-
quency, determined from the NVSS for WN and TN,
or from the 1.420 GHz ATCA observations for the MP
sample.
Col 4: The integrated flux density at 4.86 GHz, deter-
mined from the VLA observations for WN and TN,
and from the PMN survey for the MP sample.
Col 5: The lower frequency two-point spectral index. This
is the spectral index used to dene the WN and TN
samples.
Col 6: The higher frequency two-point spectral index.
This is the spectral index used to dene the MP sam-
ple.
Col 7: Morphological classication code: single (S), dou-
ble (D), triple (T) and multiple (M) component
sources, and irregularly shaped diuse (DF) sources.
Col 8: Largest angular size. For single component sources,
this is the de-convolved major axis of the elliptical
Gaussian, or, for unresolved sources (preceded with
<), an upper limit is given by the resolution. For dou-
ble, triple and multiple component sources, this is the
largest separation between their components. For dif-
fuse sources this is the maximum distance between the
source boundaries dened by three times the map rms
noise.
Col 9: De-convolved position angle of the radio structure,
measured North through East
Col 10 { 11: J2000 coordinates, determined from the map
with position code listed in col. 12. The positions in
the VLA and ATCA maps have been tted with a
single two-dimensional elliptical Gaussian. For double
(D) sources, the geometric midpoint is given; for triples
(T) and multiples (M), the core position is listed. For
diuse (DF) sources we list the center as determined
by eye.
Col 12: Position code, indicating the origin of the mor-
phological and positional data in column 7 to
11: A=ATCA, F=FIRST, M=MRC, N=NVSS, and
V=VLA.
4.4. Notes on individual sources
WN J0043+4719: The source 1800 north of the NVSS
position is not detected in the NVSS. This is therefore
not a real USS source because the NVSS flux density was
underestimated.
WN J0048+4137: Our VLA map probably doesn’t go
deep enough to detect all the flux of this source.
WN J0727+3020: The higher resolution FIRST map
shows that both components of this object are indeed iden-
tied on the POSS, even though the NVSS position is too
far o to satisfy our identication criterion.
WN J0717+4611: Optical and near-IR spectroscopy
revealed this object as a red quasar at z = 1:462
(De Breuck et al. 1998b).
WN J0725+4123: The extended POSS identication
suggest this source is located in a galaxy cluster.
WN J0829+3834: The NVSS position of this unresolved
source is 700 (3) from the FIRST position, which itself is
only at 200 from the WENSS position.
WN J0850+4830: The dierence with the NVSS po-
sition indicates that our VLA observations are not deep
enough to detect a probable north-eastern component.
WN J0901+6547: This 3800 large source is over-resolved
in our VLA observations, and probably even misses flux
in the NVSS, and is therefore not a real USS source.
WN J1012+3334: The bend morphology and bright op-
tical sources to the east indicate this object is probably
located in a galaxy cluster.
WN J1101+3520: The faint FIRST component 2000
north of the brighter Southern component is not listed
in the FIRST catalog, but is within 100 of a faint optical
object. This might be the core of a 7000 triple source.
WN J1152+3732: The distorted radio morphology and
bright, extended POSS identication suggest this source
is located in a galaxy cluster.
WN J1232+4621: This optically identied and diuse
radio source suggest this source is located in a galaxy clus-
ter.
WN J1314+3515: The diuse radio source appears
marginally detected on the POSS.
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WN J1329+3046A,B, WN J1330+3037,
WN J1332+3009 & WN J1333+3037: The noise in
the FIRST image is almost ten times higher than average
due to the proximity of the S1400=15 Jy source 3C 286.
WN J1330+5344: The dierence with the NVSS po-
sition indicates that our VLA observations are not deep
enough to detect a probable south-eastern component.
WN J1335+3222: Although the source appears much
like the hotspot of a larger source with the core 9000 to the
east, no other hotspot is detected in the FIRST within 50.
WN J1359+7446: The extended POSS identication
suggests this source is located in a galaxy cluster.
WN J1440+3707: The equally bright galaxy 3000 south
of the POSS identication suggests that this source is lo-
cated in a galaxy cluster.
WN J1509+5905: The dierence with the NVSS po-
sition indicates that our VLA observations are not deep
enough to detect a probable western component.
WN J1628+3932: This is the well studied galaxy
NGC 6166 in the galaxy cluster Abell 2199 (e.g.
Zabludo et al. 1993.
WN J1509+5905: The dierence with the NVSS po-
sition indicates that our VLA observations are not deep
enough to detect a probable west-south-western compo-
nent.
WN J1821+3601: The source 3500 south-west of the
NVSS position is not detected in the NVSS. This is there-
fore not a real USS source because the NVSS flux density
was underestimated.
WN J1832+5354: The source 1900 north-east of the
NVSS position is not detected in the NVSS. This is there-
fore not a real USS source because the NVSS flux density
was underestimated.
WN J1852+5711: The extended POSS identication
suggests this source is located in a galaxy cluster.
WN J2313+3842: The extended POSS identication
suggests this source is located in a galaxy cluster.
TN J0233+2349: This is probably the north-western
hotspot of a 3500 source, with the south-eastern component
barely detected in our VLA map.
TN J0309-2425: We have classied this source as a
1300 double, but the western component might also be
the core of a 4500 source, with the other hotspot around
 = 3h9m10s;  = −242505000.
TN J0349-1207: The core-dominated structure is remi-
niscent of the red quasar WN J0717+4611.
TN J0352-0355: This is probably the south-western
hotspot of a 3000 source.
TN J0837-1053: Given the 1000 dierence between the
positions of the NVSS and diuse VLA source, this is
probably the northern component of a larger source.
TN J0408-2418: This is the z=2.44 source MRC 0406-
244 (McCarthy et al. 1996). The bright object on the
POSS is a foreground star to the north-east of the R=22.7
galaxy.
Fig. 9. Radio \color-color" plots for the WN sample. The ab-
scissa is the 1400325 spectral index used to construct the sam-
ple. The ordinates are the low-frequency spectral indices de-
termined from the 8C (38 MHz, Rees 1990) or 6C (151 MHz,
Hales, Baldwin & Warner 1993) and the 325 MHz WENSS
(left panel), and the high frequency spectral index determined
between the 1.4 GHz NVSS and our 4.86 GHz VLA observa-
tions (right panel). The line in each panel indicates a straight
power law spectrum. Note the unequal number of points on
either side of these lines, indicating substantial spectral curva-
ture.
TN J0443-1212:Using the higher resolution VLA image,
we can identify this radio source with a faint object on the
POSS.
TN J2106-2405: This is the z=2.491 source MRC
2104-242 (McCarthy et al. 1996). The identication is an
R=22.7 object, not the star to the north-north-west of the
NVSS position.
4.5. Radio spectra and spectral curvature
We have used the CATS database at the Special Astro-
nomical Observatory (Verkhodanov et al. 1997) to search
for all published radio measurements of the sources in our
samples. In Appendix C, we show the radio spectra for
all sources with flux density information for more than
two frequencies (the S4860 points from our VLA obser-
vations are also included). These gures show that most
radio spectra have curved spectra, with flatter spectral
indices below our selection frequencies, as has been seen
in previous USS studies (see e.g. Ro¨ttgering et al. 1994,
Blundell et al. 1998).
This low frequency flattening and high frequency
steepening is obvious in the radio ’color-color diagrams’
of the WN sample (Fig. 9). The median spectral index at
low frequencies ( < 325 MHz) is −1:16, while the median
1400325 = −1:38. At higher frequencies ( > 1400 MHz),
the steepening continues to a median 48501400 = −1:44.
Note that the real value of the latter is probably even
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Table 5: Radio Structure Distribution
USS Samples
Morphology WN TN MP Combined
Single 157 (564%) 43 (487%) 23 (5612%) 223 (544%)
Double 81 (293%) 28 (316%) 16 (3910%) 125 (313%)
Triple 22 ( 82%) 9 (103%) 0 ( 0 0%) 31 ( 81%)
Multiple 2 ( 11%) 4 ( 52%) 0 ( 0 0%) 6 ( 11%)
Diffuse 18 ( 62%) 5 ( 63%) 2 ( 5 3%) 25 ( 61%)
# Observed 280 89 41 410
Fig. 10. Median angular size for the flux density limited, spec-
trally unbiased WSRT samples of Oort 1988 (open triangles),
and for our combined USS samples (lled squares). The sources
have been binned in equal number bins, and errors represent
the 35% and 65% levels of the distribution. Note that our USS
selection does not aect the value of the median, and that our
USS samples also exclude sources that fall below the break at
S1400 < 10 mJy.
steeper, as 30% of the WN sources were not detected in
our 4.86 GHz VLA observations, and may therefore have
even more steepened high-frequency spectral indices.
4.6. Radio source properties
4.6.1. Radio source structure and angular size
In Table 5, we give the distribution of the radio structures
of the 410 USS sources for which we have good radio-
maps. At rst sight, all three our samples have basically
the same percentage of resolved sources, but the similar
value for the MP sample is misleading, as it was observed
at much lower resolution.
Our results are dierent from the USS sample of
Ro¨ttgering et al. (1994), which contains only 18% unre-
solved sources at comparable resolution (1:005). To check if
this eect is due to the fainter sources in our sample, we
compared our sample with the deep high resolution VLA
observations of spectrally unbiased sources (Oort 1988;
Coleman & Condon 1985). The resolution of our obser-
vations is signicantly better than the median angular
size for S1400 > 1 mJy sources, allowing us to accurately
determine the median angular sizes in our samples. We
nd that our USS sources have a constant median angu-
lar size of  600 between 10 mJy and 1 Jy (Fig. 10). This
is indistinguishable from the results from samples with-
out spectral index selection. It indicates that our USS se-
lection of sources with  < −1:3 and  < 10 does not
bias the angular size distribution in the resulting sample.
The ’downturn’ in angular sizes that occurs at 1 mJy
is probably due to a dierent radio source population,
which consist of lower redshift sources in spiral galax-
ies (see e.g. , Coleman & Condon 1985, Oort, et al. 1987,
Benn et al. 1993). By selecting only sources with S1400 >
10 mJy, we have avoided \contamination" of our sample
by these foreground sources.
We have searched for further correlations between
spectral index or spectral curvatures and angular size or
flux density, but found no signicant results, except for
a trend for more extended sources to have lower than
expected 4.86 GHz flux densities, but this eect can be




We have searched for optical identications of our USS
sources on the digitized POSS-I. We used the likelihood
ratio identication criterion as described by e.g. de Ruiter
et al. (1977). In short, this criterion compares the proba-
bility that a radio and optical source with a certain posi-
tional dierence are really associated with the probability
that this positional dierence is due to confusion with a
eld object (mostly a foreground star), thereby incorpo-
rating positional uncertainties in both radio and optical
positions. The ratio of these probabilities is expressed as
the likelihood ratio LR. In the calculation, we have as-
sumed a density of POSS objects  = 4  10−4 00−2, in-
dependent of galactic latitude b. We have adopted a like-
lihood ratio cuto L =1.0, slightly lower than the val-
ues used by de Ruiter et al. (1977) and Ro¨ttgering et al.
(1994). We list sources with LR > 1.0 for our USS samples
in Tables A.4 to A.6. We have included four WN sources
(WN J0704+6318, WN J1259+3121, WN J1628+3932
and WN J2313+3842), two TN sources (TN J0510-1838
and TN J1521+0741) and four MP sources (MP J0003-
3556, MP J1921-5431, MP J1943-4030 and MP J2357-
3445) as identications because both their optical and ra-
dio morphologies are diuse and overlapping, making it
impossible to measure a common radio and optical com-
ponent, while they are very likely to be associated.
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Fig. 11. Identication fraction on the POSS as a function of
spectral index for the combined WN and TN sample. Note the
absence of a further decrease in the identication fraction with
steepening spectral index.
Figure 11 shows the identication fraction of USS
sources on the POSS (R < 20). Because the distribu-
tions for the WN and TN are very similar, we have com-
bined both samples to calculate the identication frac-
tion. Unlike the results for 4C USS (Tielens et al. 1979,
Blumenthal & Miley 1979), we do not detect a decrease of
the identication fraction with steepening spectral index6.
We interpret the constant 15% identication fraction
from our sample as a combined population of foreground
objects, primarily consisting of clusters (see next section).
Our extremely steep spectral index criterion would then
selected only radio galaxies too distant to be detected on
the POSS (R > 20:0).
4.7.2. Literature
Using the NASA Extragalactic Database (NED), the
SIMBAD database and the W3Browse at the High En-
ergy Astrophysics Science Archive Research Center, we
have searched for known optical and X-ray identica-
tions of sources in our samples (see appendices A.7
to A.9). Of the bright optical (R < 20) identica-
tions, only one source is a known as a K0-star, three
6 In the Westerbork faint USS (Wieringa & Katgert 1992)
or the USS sample from Ro¨ttgering et al. (1994), there is also
a decrease in the identication fraction, even at limiting mag-
nitudes of R = 22:5 and R = 23:7, indicating that this trend
continues out to fainter magnitudes and radio fluxes
(TN J0055+2624, TN J0102−2152, and TN J1521+0742)
are \Relic radio galaxies" (Komissarov & Gubanov 1994,
Giovannini, Tordi & Feretti 1999), while all others are
known galaxy clusters.
All optical cluster identications, except MP J1943-
4030, are also detected in the ROSAT All-Sky survey
Bright Source Catalogue (RASS-BSC; Voges et al. 1999).
Conversely, of the 23 X-ray sources, seven are known
galaxy clusters, and three known galaxies. The remaining
13 sources are good galaxy cluster candidates because they
either show a clear over-density of galaxies on the POSS
(eight sources), or they have low X-ray count rates (< 0.02
counts s−1), suggesting that these might be more distant
galaxy clusters too faint to be detected on the POSS. We
conclude that probably >3% of our USS sources are asso-
ciated with galaxy clusters, and that the combined USS +
X-ray selection is an ecient (up to 85%) selection tech-
nique to nd galaxy clusters7.
Three of our USS sources (WN J2313+4253,
TN J0630-2834 and TN J1136+1551) are previously
known pulsars (Kaplan et al. 1998). It is worth noting
that two out of nine sources in our USS samples with
 < −2 are known pulsars. Because Lorimer et al. (1995)
found the median spectral index of pulsars to be  −1:6,
we examined the distribution of spectral indices as a func-
tion of Galactic latitude. In gure 12, we plot the per-
centage of 1400325 < −1:60 pulsar candidates as a function
of Galactic latitude. The four times higher density near
the Galactic plane strongly suggests that the majority of
these 1400325 < −1:60 sources are indeed pulsars, which are
conned to our Galaxy. A sample of such 1400325 < −1:60
sources at jbj < 15 would be an ecient pulsar search
method.
We also note that no known quasars are present in our
sample. Preliminary results from our optical spectroscopy
campaign (De Breuck et al. 1998b, 2000) indicate that
10% of our sample are quasars. We interpret this lack
of previously known quasars are a selection bias in quasar
samples against USS sources.
At R > 20, all ve USS sources with known redshift
are HzRGs, indicating a selection of sources without de-
tections on the POSS strongly increases our chances of
nding HzRGs.
5. Conclusions
We have constructed three spatially separated samples
of USS sources containing a total of 669 objects. High-
resolution radio observations of more than half of these
show that the median size is 600, independent of 1.4 GHz
flux density, which is consistent with results of similar
resolution surveys of samples without spectral index se-
lection. The absence of a downturn in angular size at the
7 In the RASS-BSC, only 14% of the extra-galactic sources
are identied with galaxy clusters (Voges et al. 1999).
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Fig. 12. Percentage of 1400325 < −1:60 radio sources from a
WENSS{NVSS correlation as a function of Galactic latitude.
Note the clear peak near the Galactic plane, indicating that
these 1400325 < −1:60 objects might well be Galactic pulsars.
lowest fluxes indicates that we do not include signicant
numbers of spiral galaxies in our sample. A USS sample
fainter than ours would therefore include more of these
foreground sources, and be less ecient to nd HzRGs.
The identication fraction on the POSS is 15%, with
no clear dependence on spectral index, indicating that the
HzRGs in the sample are all too distant to be detected,
and the POSS detections consist of dierent classes of ob-
jects. A correlation of our USS samples with X-ray cata-
logs showed that at least 85% of the X-ray identications
seem to be galaxy clusters known from the literature or
by inspection of the POSS. We conclude that (1) the ma-
jority of the ’non HzRG’ USS sources in our sample are
clusters, and (2) the combined selection of USS and X-ray
sources is an extremely ecient technique to select galaxy
clusters.
The above results indicate that up to 85% of our
USS sample might be HzRGs. To identify these ob-
jects, we have started an intensive program of R- and
K-band imaging on 3{10m class telescopes. Initial re-
sults from optical spectroscopy indicate that 2/3 are
indeed z > 2 radio galaxies (De Breuck et al. 1998a),
and K-band imaging of optically undetected (R > 25)
sources (see e.g. , van Breugel et al. 1999a) has already
lead to the discovery of the rst radio galaxy at z > 5
(van Breugel et al. 1999b).
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Table A.1: WN sample




1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
WN J0000+4654 204 9 21.1 1.4 2:97  0:13 −1:550.06 −1:58  0:06 D 3.6 173 00 00 28.88 +46 54 40.7 V
WN J0007+3641 44718 28.8 1.7 2:51  0:11 −1:880.05 −1:96  0:06 S 1.7 67 00 07 02.92 +36 41 55.9 V
WN J0007+4615 144 7 16.9 0.5 ... −1:470.04 ... ... ... ... 00 07 15.05 +46 15 40.8 N
WN J0016+4311 105 6 15.7 1.5 ... −1:300.08 ... ... ... ... 00 16 40.63 +43 11 03.5 N
WN J0029+3439 28812 40.9 2.0 44:76  1:05 −1:340.04 0:07  0:04 DF 12.8 80 00 29 01.61 +34 39 34.7 V
WN J0034+4142 84 6 11.0 0.5 2:50  0:12 −1:390.05 −1:19  0:05 D 23.7 154 00 34 29.21 +41 42 09.5 V
WN J0034+3238 120 9 16.4 0.5 ... −1:360.04 ... ... ... ... 00 34 56.36 +32 38 36.4 N
WN J0038+7859 109 6 15.1 0.5 1:30  0:09 −1:350.04 −1:97  0:06 S 2.5 159 00 38 01.96 +78 59 51.5 V
WN J0040+3857 127 7 17.5 0.5 3:13  0:14 −1:360.04 −1:38  0:04 S 1.4 31 00 40 56.23 +38 57 30.0 V
WN J0043+4719y 99 6 14.2 1.3 41:81  1:01 −1:330.08 0:87  0:08 T 18.5 157 00 43 53.13 +47 19 48.3 V
WN J0048+4137 27711 34.5 1.9 1:75  0:10 −1:430.05 −2:40  0:06 S 2.5 17 00 48 46.34 +41 37 20.8 V
WN J0059+3958 152 7 11.4 1.4 ... −1:770.09 ... ... ... ... 00 59 51.07 +39 58 46.5 N
WN J0112+4039 111 7 15.4 0.5 ... −1:350.05 ... ... ... ... 01 12 26.31 +40 39 30.1 N
WN J0117+3715 165 8 22.5 0.6 6:62  0:21 −1:360.04 −0:98  0:03 S 1.4 71 01 17 10.02 +37 15 16.3 V
WN J0121+4305 38916 50.8 2.5 ... −1:390.04 ... ... ... ... 01 21 10.71 +43 05 18.3 N
WN J0135+3303 94 6 12.1 0.5 10:22  0:28 −1:400.06 −0:14  0:04 T 1.8 18 01 35 07.24 +33 03 47.4 V
WN J0137+3250 177 9 23.8 1.6 16:06  0:40 −1:370.06 −0:32  0:06 T 27.9 104 01 36 59.85 +32 50 40.7 V
WN J0155+8036 33814 38.0 0.9 6:87  0:21 −1:500.03 −1:38  0:03 D 4.6 159 01 55 43.77 +80 36 48.1 V
WN J0207+3655 118 6 17.5 1.4 ... −1:310.07 ... ... ... ... 02 07 22.59 +36 55 16.0 N
WN J0231+3600 30313 45.2 2.2 7:66  0:22 −1:300.04 −1:43  0:05 D 14.8 59 02 31 11.48 +36 00 26.6 V
WN J0240+3526 79 5 10.2 0.5 ... −1:400.06 ... ... ... ... 02 40 31.10 +35 26 55.1 N
WN J0303+3733 107143 127.9 5.7 17:32  0:43 −1:460.04 −1:61  0:04 D 4.4 3 03 03 26.01 +37 33 41.6 V
WN J0303+3629 117 6 17.1 0.5 ... −1:320.05 ... ... ... ... 03 03 29.87 +36 29 56.1 N
WN J0305+3525 110 6 15.8 1.3 3:74  0:15 −1:330.07 −1:16  0:07 S 1.9 64 03 05 47.42 +35 25 13.4 V
WN J0310+3644 28911 24.2 0.6 2:45  0:12 −1:700.03 −1:84  0:05 S 2.0 118 03 10 54.80 +36 44 02.5 V
WN J0315+3757 95 5 13.3 0.5 4:74  0:17 −1:350.05 −0:83  0:04 S 1.7 53 03 15 17.29 +37 57 05.0 V
WN J0323+3738 205 9 22.6 1.5 8:11  0:25 −1:510.06 −0:83  0:06 DF 9.7 100 03 23 38.24 +37 38 39.3 V
WN J0343+7540 118 6 12.5 1.6 ... −1:540.09 ... ... ... ... 03 43 39.77 +75 40 43.2 N
WN J0346+3039 28612 35.6 1.9 4:95  0:18 −1:430.05 −1:59  0:05 D 0.4 89 03 46 42.60 +30 39 51.0 V
WN J0352+3143 154 7 21.8 1.5 ... −1:340.06 ... ... ... ... 03 52 24.49 +31 43 03.1 N
WN J0359+3000 88 6 12.1 0.5 ... −1:360.06 ... ... ... ... 03 59 12.86 +30 00 51.7 N
WN J0528+6549 96 6 10.6 2.4 1:08  0:09 −1:510.16 −1:84  0:19 S 1.9 108 05 28 46.07 +65 49 57.3 V
WN J0533+7205 117 7 17.4 1.6 2:42  0:12 −1:300.08 −1:59  0:08 D 2.9 140 05 33 38.64 +72 05 52.7 V
WN J0538+7348 132 7 18.1 0.5 3:20  0:14 −1:360.04 −1:39  0:04 S 2.1 113 05 38 25.59 +73 48 39.6 V
WN J0559+6926 87 5 12.9 0.5 1:88  0:13 −1:310.06 −1:55  0:06 S 0.3 85 05 59 06.04 +69 26 37.8 V
WN J0610+6611 98 6 12.5 1.9 1:19  0:09 −1:410.11 −1:89  0:14 S 2.2 114 06 10 08.59 +66 11 43.1 V
WN J0617+5012 196 9 26.5 0.7 6:80  0:23 −1:370.04 −1:09  0:03 D 3.4 11 06 17 39.37 +50 12 54.7 V
WN J0625+5708 71 4 10.3 0.5 1:54  0:10 −1:320.07 −1:53  0:06 D 7.3 18 06 25 01.67 +57 08 26.1 V
WN J0627+7311 47019 61.9 2.9 4:00  0:17 −1:390.04 −2:20  0:05 S < 0:3 0 06 27 03.64 +73 11 54.2 V
WN J0633+6024 115 6 13.4 2.8 2:07  0:11 −1:470.15 −1:50  0:17 S 2.2 118 06 33 19.70 +60 24 37.1 V
WN J0633+4653 3661146 520.122.8 80:88  1:74 −1:340.04 −1:50  0:04 T 4.0 19 06 33 52.18 +46 53 40.5 V
WN J0641+4325 154 7 15.6 0.5 ... −1:570.04 ... ... ... ... 06 41 08.23 +43 25 00.3 N
WN J0646+3912 166 8 20.5 2.4 ... −1:430.09 ... ... ... ... 06 46 34.97 +39 12 00.3 N
WN J0648+4309 215 9 30.4 1.7 5:00  0:19 −1:340.05 −1:45  0:05 DF 1.5 151 06 48 01.10 +43 09 47.8 V
WN J0648+4137 91 5 10.9 1.5 1:69  0:11 −1:450.11 −1:50  0:12 S 13.2 94 06 48 14.58 +41 37 18.8 V
WN J0650+4106 39316 53.5 1.2 15:04  0:41 −1:370.03 −1:02  0:03 DF 3.0 26 06 50 41.66 +41 06 39.1 V
WN J0653+4434 115 6 13.1 0.5 ... −1:490.05 ... ... ... ... 06 53 23.84 +44 34 55.4 N
WN J0656+5301 137 7 18.7 1.5 ... −1:360.07 ... D 56.1 88 06 56 38.40 +53 01 18.1 F
WN J0658+4444 40717 50.6 2.4 13:91  0:35 −1:430.04 −1:04  0:04 S 1.7 73 06 58 27.43 +44 44 16.4 V
WN J0702+4448 147 7 17.0 0.5 ... −1:480.04 ... S 7.8 119 07 02 16.79 +44 48 59.7 F
WN J0711+4242 140 6 16.0 0.5 ... −1:490.04 ... S 3.3 17 07 11 40.25 +42 42 09.6 F
WN J0715+4655 89 6 10.4 0.5 1:86  0:13 −1:470.06 −1:38  0:07 S 0.2 114 07 15 02.03 +46 55 26.3 V
WN J0716+5107 204 9 28.4 0.7 4:54  0:18 −1:350.04 −1:47  0:04 D 1.2 8 07 16 40.50 +51 07 04.7 V
WN J0717+4611 72429 107.8 4.8 45:30  1:00 −1:300.04 −0:70  0:04 T 6.2 16 07 17 58.49 +46 11 39.1 V
WN J0720+5140 95 6 11.6 0.5 ... −1:440.05 ... S 3.2 101 07 20 00.20 +51 40 28.5 F
WN J0720+5758 93 7 13.9 0.5 2:37  0:12 −1:300.05 −1:42  0:05 S 2.0 109 07 20 09.56 +57 58 32.9 V
WN J0721+3324 31313 36.8 1.9 2:35  0:13 −1:470.05 −2:21  0:06 DF 2.0 143 07 21 56.85 +33 24 53.8 V
WN J0725+4123 27212 35.5 1.9 ... −1:390.05 ... S 8.3 156 07 25 57.08 +41 23 05.1 F
WN J0727+3020 93 6 12.8 1.9 ... −1:360.11 ... D 34.8 103 07 27 48.50 +30 21 00.7 F
WN J0736+6845 84 5 12.4 0.5 ... −1:310.06 ... ... ... ... 07 36 36.42 +68 45 56.8 N
WN J0737+7146 79 5 10.3 0.5 ... −1:400.07 ... ... ... ... 07 37 09.93 +71 46 29.3 N
WN J0740+6319 25411 26.1 1.7 ... −1:560.05 ... ... ... ... 07 40 27.01 +63 19 55.2 N
WN J0741+5611 31313 44.4 1.0 7:08  0:24 −1:340.03 −1:48  0:03 S 0.5 20 07 41 15.38 +56 11 35.9 V
WN J0747+3654 28912 36.8 0.8 ... −1:410.03 ... S 2.1 2 07 47 29.38 +36 54 38.1 F
WN J0747+4527 138 7 19.1 2.2 ... −1:350.09 ... S 3.5 109 07 47 29.56 +45 27 16.3 F
WN J0751+3300 98 7 11.5 0.5 1:90  0:12 −1:470.05 −1:44  0:06 S 0.4 139 07 51 48.04 +33 00 07.1 V
WN J0756+5010 204 9 29.9 0.7 ... −1:310.04 ... S 1.7 93 07 56 24.63 +50 10 12.5 F
WN J0801+7134 120 6 13.5 2.3 ... −1:500.13 ... ... ... ... 08 01 18.68 +71 34 01.6 N
WN J0809+6624 25711 32.2 2.3 ... −1:420.06 ... ... ... ... 08 09 19.28 +66 24 09.5 N
WN J0810+4948 146 7 18.1 1.4 2:16  0:13 −1:430.07 −1:74  0:08 S < 0:3 0 08 10 34.92 +49 48 37.5 V
WN J0812+3424 160 8 19.9 1.4 ... −1:430.06 ... D 6.6 58 08 12 14.43 +34 24 09.3 F
WN J0813+4828 184 9 23.3 1.7 15:20  0:40 −1:420.06 −0:32  0:06 D 0.9 173 08 13 38.10 +48 28 41.5 V
WN J0819+5628 95 6 11.7 0.5 ... −1:430.06 ... ... ... ... 08 19 33.65 +56 28 38.1 N
WN J0829+3834 112 6 12.7 1.3 ... −1:490.08 ... S 1.6 0 08 29 17.35 +38 34 52.6 F
WN J0830+3018 109 6 13.9 1.2 ... −1:410.07 ... S 3.5 89 08 30 36.91 +30 18 11.8 F
WN J0834+4820 128 7 17.9 0.5 3:65  0:18 −1:350.04 −1:27  0:04 S 0.4 99 08 34 25.85 +48 20 00.8 V
WN J0835+3439 143 7 19.1 1.3 ... −1:380.06 ... D 58.0 168 08 35 22.92 +34 39 49.8 F
WN J0842+3540 110 6 15.0 0.5 ... −1:360.04 ... S 1.1 0 08 42 10.82 +35 40 42.2 F
WN J0842+3101 76 5 10.5 3.6 ... −1:360.24 ... ... ... ... 08 42 16.35 +31 01 11.6 N
WN J0843+3723 29013 35.8 1.9 ... −1:430.05 ... S 1.1 5 08 43 02.09 +37 23 18.1 F
WN J0850+4830 192 9 18.9 1.4 1:53  0:13 −1:590.06 −2:02  0:09 S 0.3 52 08 50 56.50 +48 30 46.2 V
WN J0852+3311 179 8 24.6 1.5 ... −1:360.05 ... D 6.1 13 08 52 50.55 +33 11 41.0 F
WN J0901+6547y 140 7 19.0 0.5 71:60  1:57 −1:370.04 1:07  0:03 D 37.6 117 09 01 27.69 +65 47 25.8 V
WN J0901+3151 135 8 20.1 1.4 ... −1:300.06 ... D 20.1 109 09 01 48.50 +31 51 59.4 F
WN J0903+8246 112 6 15.5 0.5 ... −1:350.04 ... ... ... ... 09 03 44.81 +82 46 02.0 N
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1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
WN J0911+6306 118 6 12.9 1.3 ... −1:520.08 ... ... ... ... 09 11 34.24 +63 06 21.7 N
WN J0913+6104 29712 33.8 1.8 ... −1:490.05 ... ... ... ... 09 13 05.21 +61 04 11.7 N
WN J0915+8133 127 5 18.6 0.6 2:99  0:13 −1:320.04 −1:47  0:04 S 2.3 127 09 15 09.29 +81 33 34.1 V
WN J0920+5544 142 7 13.5 1.2 ... −1:610.07 ... D 8.9 129 09 20 46.78 +55 44 21.8 F
WN J0923+4602 107 5 12.1 0.5 ... −1:490.06 ... D 21.6 172 09 23 10.44 +46 02 59.0 F
WN J0928+6003 119 6 11.0 0.5 2:14  0:11 −1:630.05 −1:32  0:06 S 3.4 128 09 28 44.58 +60 03 01.7 V
WN J0930+4358 118 7 12.0 0.5 ... −1:570.05 ... S 3.1 88 09 30 12.14 +43 58 27.2 F
WN J0930+3207 218 9 31.1 1.7 ... −1:330.05 ... S 11.7 58 09 30 53.32 +32 07 20.8 F
WN J0939+6323 26811 39.7 2.0 10:86  0:29 −1:310.05 −1:04  0:05 T 30.3 27 09 39 54.89 +63 23 31.9 V
WN J0940+3838 108 6 11.8 1.6 ... −1:520.10 ... ... ... ... 09 40 26.15 +38 38 35.0 N
WN J0946+6726 63225 84.7 3.7 40:19  0:88 −1:380.04 −0:60  0:04 T 44.8 114 09 46 44.25 +67 26 41.8 V
WN J0948+6305 73129 90.5 1.9 14:46  0:38 −1:430.03 −1:48  0:03 D 3.1 134 09 48 40.83 +63 05 42.0 V
WN J0952+5153 21110 16.1 1.3 ... −1:760.06 ... S 2.7 166 09 52 49.14 +51 53 05.0 F
WN J0955+6023 103 6 10.9 1.6 4:32  0:15 −1:540.11 −0:75  0:12 DF 3.1 129 09 55 30.01 +60 23 17.1 V
WN J1002+5512 119 5 17.7 0.5 ... −1:300.05 ... S 10.4 58 10 02 39.24 +55 12 55.5 F
WN J1003+4448 94 5 13.9 2.0 ... −1:310.11 ... DF 17.2 93 10 03 30.22 +44 48 16.2 F
WN J1012+3334 168 8 16.4 1.6 ... −1:590.07 ... D 22.1 6 10 12 00.43 +33 35 00.9 F
WN J1013+3254 102 7 14.2 0.5 ... −1:350.05 ... S < 0:3 89 10 13 06.54 +32 54 33.2 F
WN J1014+7407 170 8 21.8 0.6 3:76  0:14 −1:410.04 −1:41  0:04 S 2.2 150 10 14 15.75 +74 07 56.2 V
WN J1015+3038 28512 38.0 1.9 ... −1:380.04 ... D 12.8 151 10 15 08.92 +30 38 02.0 F
WN J1015+7432 146 7 21.4 0.6 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 10 15 52.49 +74 32 20.0 N
WN J1018+3634 137 7 20.0 1.4 ... −1:320.06 ... S < 0:3 180 10 18 03.13 +36 34 43.2 F
WN J1019+5244 85 5 10.5 0.4 ... −1:430.06 ... D 16.5 145 10 19 20.59 +52 44 33.2 F
WN J1022+3308 90 5 10.1 0.4 ... −1:500.05 ... S 7.8 136 10 22 37.44 +33 08 43.6 F
WN J1026+2943 81 6 12.0 1.2 ... −1:310.08 ... S 11.9 20 10 26 12.04 +29 43 48.0 F
WN J1029+4838 118 8 17.2 1.4 2:80  0:16 −1:320.07 −1:46  0:08 S 2.0 131 10 29 32.99 +48 38 09.0 V
WN J1030+5415 22310 29.2 1.6 ... −1:390.05 ... S 6.1 44 10 30 42.94 +54 15 35.9 F
WN J1036+3936 153 7 16.7 0.5 ... −1:520.04 ... T 17.5 107 10 36 21.29 +39 36 59.4 F
WN J1038+4229 81633 114.0 5.1 ... −1:350.04 ... S 1.2 3 10 38 41.04 +42 29 51.5 F
WN J1041+5859 193 9 25.2 0.6 6:96  0:22 −1:390.04 −1:04  0:03 D 11.2 119 10 41 29.64 +58 59 23.5 V
WN J1043+3953 95 8 13.9 0.5 ... −1:320.05 ... S < 0:3 79 10 43 32.24 +39 53 46.8 F
WN J1052+4826 103941 154.2 6.8 ... −1:310.04 ... D 10.0 108 10 52 53.05 +48 26 33.8 F
WN J1053+5424 46720 66.4 1.4 7:94  0:25 −1:340.03 −1:70  0:03 D 1.1 34 10 53 36.31 +54 24 42.1 V
WN J1055+3047 34214 39.0 2.0 ... −1:490.05 ... S 7.1 147 10 55 18.52 +30 47 23.2 F
WN J1057+3156 22110 22.2 1.5 ... −1:570.06 ... T 28.7 20 10 57 56.56 +31 56 21.0 F
WN J1057+3007 27612 39.5 2.0 ... −1:330.05 ... D 24.6 90 10 57 57.45 +30 07 02.9 F
WN J1058+3506 20510 24.0 1.5 ... −1:470.05 ... S 1.3 126 10 58 14.74 +35 06 40.9 F
WN J1058+7003 82 4 10.5 0.5 ... −1:410.06 ... ... ... ... 10 58 34.95 +70 03 17.6 N
WN J1059+4341 99 8 12.3 1.6 ... −1:430.10 ... D 29.1 66 10 59 43.88 +43 41 05.2 F
WN J1101+3520 120 7 17.5 2.1 ... −1:320.09 ... S 8.1 1 11 01 14.35 +35 20 12.7 F
WN J1111+3311 92 6 13.3 0.5 ... −1:320.05 ... S 6.7 16 11 11 40.79 +33 12 00.9 F
WN J1115+5016 23210 33.9 0.8 5:47  0:22 −1:320.03 −1:46  0:04 D 0.2 117 11 15 06.87 +50 16 23.9 V
WN J1117+5251 143957 198.7 8.7 ... −1:360.04 ... D 9.5 6 11 17 24.37 +52 51 54.6 F
WN J1122+3239 143 7 19.5 1.4 ... −1:360.06 ... S 4.2 89 11 22 33.53 +32 39 40.9 F
WN J1123+3141 62325 74.0 3.3 ... −1:460.04 ... T 25.8 83 11 23 55.85 +31 41 26.1 F
WN J1124+3228 26311 38.9 0.9 ... −1:310.03 ... S 5.7 165 11 24 34.17 +32 28 19.6 F
WN J1126+8318 175 8 25.8 1.6 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 11 26 26.48 +83 18 23.8 N
WN J1128+4822 28012 29.9 0.7 ... −1:530.03 ... S 1.2 171 11 28 05.19 +48 22 56.6 F
WN J1128+6416 25711 31.0 1.7 3:20  0:17 −1:450.05 −1:82  0:06 S 0.8 116 11 28 12.10 +64 16 25.3 V
WN J1130+4911 134 6 18.9 1.5 ... −1:340.07 ... T 37.0 145 11 30 17.53 +49 11 17.7 F
WN J1139+3048 81933 119.6 5.3 ... −1:320.04 ... D 9.0 40 11 39 14.34 +30 48 50.7 F
WN J1139+3706 139 8 16.7 1.4 ... −1:450.07 ... S 3.5 32 11 39 43.04 +37 06 55.7 F
WN J1141+6924 81 5 11.8 0.5 ... −1:320.07 ... ... ... ... 11 41 09.71 +69 24 16.3 N
WN J1148+5116 148 7 20.5 1.7 ... −1:350.07 ... D 6.7 50 11 48 01.92 +51 16 29.6 F
WN J1148+6233 98 5 14.1 0.5 1:37  0:09 −1:330.05 −1:88  0:06 S 2.4 144 11 48 44.42 +62 33 24.6 V
WN J1148+3519 114 7 13.9 1.7 ... −1:440.09 ... D 20.0 7 11 48 54.29 +35 19 10.1 F
WN J1151+4436 78 5 11.1 0.5 ... −1:340.06 ... D 15.1 20 11 51 16.80 +44 36 10.0 F
WN J1152+3732 41417 17.1 1.4 ... −2:180.06 ... S 15.0 119 11 52 36.34 +37 32 43.9 F
WN J1154+5415 153 7 19.1 0.5 1:05  0:10 −1:420.04 −2:33  0:08 S < 0:3 0 11 54 18.97 +54 15 11.4 V
WN J1203+8350 132 6 18.5 0.5 ... −1:350.04 ... ... ... ... 12 03 30.63 +83 50 37.1 N
WN J1204+5014 94 5 11.3 1.7 ... −1:450.11 ... ... ... ... 12 04 31.11 +50 14 49.8 N
WN J1206+3136 167 9 22.2 1.5 ... −1:380.06 ... D 16.6 53 12 06 48.10 +31 36 50.9 F
WN J1208+4301 162 8 13.9 1.4 ... −1:680.08 ... T 8.0 27 12 08 42.77 +43 01 42.3 F
WN J1216+4446 191 8 13.6 0.5 ... −1:810.04 ... S 6.1 98 12 16 46.84 +44 46 51.3 F
WN J1218+3143 190676 281.512.4 ... −1:310.04 ... S 5.6 65 12 18 31.47 +31 43 41.7 F
WN J1219+4644 140 8 20.9 0.6 2:84  0:14 −1:300.04 −1:59  0:05 S 0.2 157 12 19 31.79 +46 44 49.6 V
WN J1223+4256 116 6 17.2 0.5 ... −1:310.04 ... S 4.3 179 12 23 11.32 +42 56 57.3 F
WN J1224+4956 145 7 21.4 1.6 ... −1:310.06 ... T 39.6 66 12 24 21.03 +49 56 49.2 F
WN J1224+5436 79031 69.1 1.5 6:30  0:20 −1:670.03 −1:92  0:03 D 0.9 16 12 24 52.35 +54 36 39.9 V
WN J1226+4836 155 8 17.0 0.5 ... −1:510.04 ... S 4.8 115 12 26 22.45 +48 36 39.6 F
WN J1232+4621 133 6 19.8 1.8 ... −1:300.07 ... DF 12.5 156 12 32 39.79 +46 21 48.1 F
WN J1242+3915 54922 78.4 1.7 ... −1:330.03 ... D 11.2 51 12 42 53.09 +39 15 48.6 F
WN J1247+6121 103 5 15.4 2.4 ... −1:300.11 ... ... ... ... 12 47 45.31 +61 21 23.3 N
WN J1249+4043 160 7 22.8 1.4 ... −1:330.05 ... D 37.0 80 12 49 27.43 +40 43 49.3 F
WN J1258+3212 18212 19.9 1.5 ... −1:520.06 ... S 6.7 131 12 58 23.62 +32 12 42.4 F
WN J1258+5041 23011 28.8 2.0 ... −1:420.06 ... T 44.9 58 12 58 50.96 +50 41 42.3 F
WN J1259+3121 26811 34.0 1.8 ... −1:410.05 ... DF 20.6 1 12 59 51.96 +31 21 05.6 F
WN J1300+5311 157 7 19.2 0.5 2:70  0:16 −1:440.04 −1:58  0:05 S 0.3 7 13 00 36.25 +53 11 52.4 V
WN J1302+3206 38316 54.0 1.2 ... −1:340.03 ... S 4.7 102 13 02 03.07 +32 06 35.6 F
WN J1303+8024 165 7 22.2 0.6 5:05  0:18 −1:370.03 −1:19  0:04 D 4.1 145 13 03 33.92 +80 24 42.2 V
WN J1303+5437 145 7 15.4 1.4 ... −1:540.07 ... D 16.5 88 13 03 45.48 +54 37 28.9 F
WN J1306+4726 100 7 13.1 0.5 ... −1:390.05 ... S 10.2 40 13 06 35.99 +47 26 10.1 F
WN J1310+5706 112 6 15.9 0.5 ... −1:340.04 ... S 4.2 99 13 10 22.96 +57 06 57.9 F
WN J1310+3820 69 4 10.3 1.5 ... −1:300.12 ... S 4.4 18 13 10 24.08 +38 20 44.1 F
WN J1312+6646 29112 41.6 0.9 8:56  0:24 −1:330.03 −1:27  0:03 D 6.3 118 13 12 45.59 +66 46 36.1 V
WN J1314+3649 28611 36.4 0.8 ... −1:410.03 ... S 1.3 90 13 14 17.86 +36 49 14.6 F
WN J1314+3515 169 7 20.2 1.7 ... −1:450.07 ... DF 34.2 47 13 14 25.00 +35 15 53.9 F
WN J1315+4337 149 8 16.3 0.5 ... −1:520.04 ... S 1.3 152 13 15 19.05 +43 37 57.1 F
WN J1321+3311 141 8 19.0 0.6 ... −1:370.04 ... D 14.7 63 13 21 13.55 +33 11 31.2 F
WN J1323+4713 106 5 14.9 0.5 ... −1:340.04 ... S 2.5 139 13 23 08.31 +47 13 10.7 F
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1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
WN J1327+5341 196 9 27.4 0.7 ... −1:350.04 ... S 0.6 162 13 27 12.77 +53 41 20.6 F
WN J1327+5332 163 7 20.5 0.6 2:70  0:17 −1:420.04 −1:61  0:06 D 0.3 89 13 27 37.86 +53 32 10.8 V
WN J1329+3046 86 5 11.7 1.7 ... −1:370.11 ... S 1.6 6 13 29 31.75 +30 46 13.6 F
WN J1329+3046 88 5 12.1 2.0 ... −1:360.13 ... S 3.6 129 13 29 55.12 +30 46 51.2 F
WN J1330+6505 74 6 10.5 0.5 2:34  0:12 −1:340.06 −1:21  0:06 S 1.8 5 13 30 02.77 +65 04 59.3 V
WN J1330+3037 49620 64.5 2.9 ... −1:400.04 ... D 25.5 140 13 30 53.67 +30 37 59.1 F
WN J1330+3604 103 5 15.1 0.5 ... −1:310.05 ... D 9.6 0 13 30 56.83 +36 04 01.6 F
WN J1330+5344 52521 71.0 3.2 8:10  0:29 −1:370.04 −1:74  0:05 DF 2.5 173 13 30 58.90 +53 44 07.8 V
WN J1331+2937 93 5 12.5 1.3 3:44  0:13 −1:370.09 −1:04  0:09 S 2.7 40 13 31 21.58 +29 37 12.6 V
WN J1332+3009 23910 35.3 2.0 ... −1:310.05 ... D 39.2 161 13 32 45.73 +30 09 59.9 F
WN J1333+3037 42317 21.5 0.6 ... −2:040.03 ... S 0.4 179 13 33 21.20 +30 37 35.1 F
WN J1333+4913 149 7 22.2 0.6 4:78  0:23 −1:300.04 −1:22  0:04 T 5.4 40 13 33 56.42 +49 13 27.1 V
WN J1335+3222 150 7 18.3 1.4 ... −1:440.06 ... D 8.8 85 13 35 35.44 +32 22 48.7 F
WN J1336+3820 116 6 15.6 0.5 ... −1:370.04 ... S 3.4 61 13 36 40.88 +38 20 02.2 F
WN J1337+3149 142 7 19.6 1.9 ... −1:360.08 ... D 35.2 21 13 37 02.46 +31 49 49.2 F
WN J1337+3401 109 8 14.3 0.5 ... −1:390.04 ... S 3.5 56 13 37 10.50 +34 01 26.8 F
WN J1339+5320 104 5 13.9 0.5 1:80  0:15 −1:380.05 −1:63  0:07 D 0.1 138 13 39 59.25 +53 20 07.8 V
WN J1341+4953 153 8 16.4 1.4 ... −1:530.07 ... D 18.6 160 13 41 25.70 +49 53 41.8 F
WN J1346+6736 107 6 14.5 0.5 2:82  0:16 −1:370.04 −1:32  0:05 S < 0:3 0 13 46 37.02 +67 36 21.7 V
WN J1347+3033 34114 42.4 2.2 ... −1:430.05 ... D 37.3 151 13 47 16.09 +30 33 07.6 F
WN J1352+4259 121348 173.9 7.7 ... −1:330.04 ... D 12.1 19 13 52 28.39 +42 59 18.1 F
WN J1353+3336 107 6 15.9 1.9 ... −1:310.09 ... ... ... ... 13 53 07.46 +33 36 24.6 N
WN J1355+3848 204 8 25.6 0.6 ... −1:420.03 ... S 2.3 59 13 55 29.50 +38 48 11.1 F
WN J1359+7446 214 9 12.9 0.5 1:26  0:10 −1:920.05 −1:87  0:07 S 2.5 12 13 59 16.90 +74 46 42.6 V
WN J1400+4348 178 7 20.2 1.5 ... −1:490.06 ... S 6.4 93 14 00 51.84 +43 48 07.2 F
WN J1403+3109 32813 45.7 2.2 ... −1:350.04 ... S 11.0 25 14 03 39.47 +31 09 11.4 F
WN J1410+4615 103 5 14.2 1.4 ... −1:360.08 ... S 4.4 79 14 10 48.17 +46 15 57.5 F
WN J1416+3821 94 6 13.1 0.5 ... −1:350.05 ... D 7.6 14 14 16 13.21 +38 21 56.7 F
WN J1418+4546 186 8 17.9 0.5 2:70  0:14 −1:600.04 −1:52  0:05 S 0.5 18 14 18 38.40 +45 46 38.4 V
WN J1420+6735 38215 33.1 1.7 1:22  0:09 −1:670.05 −2:65  0:07 S 2.0 173 14 20 03.34 +67 35 07.5 V
WN J1420+4126 128 6 18.7 0.6 ... −1:320.04 ... S 5.3 65 14 20 50.23 +41 26 26.1 F
WN J1421+3103 110 5 13.6 0.5 ... −1:430.05 ... S 0.4 127 14 21 07.69 +31 03 03.9 F
WN J1422+3452 163 7 10.7 1.3 ... −1:860.09 ... S 13.3 151 14 22 05.17 +34 52 14.4 F
WN J1422+4212 25810 35.4 1.8 ... −1:360.05 ... S 5.1 164 14 22 44.38 +42 12 00.2 F
WN J1426+3522 89 5 11.5 1.6 ... −1:400.11 ... ... ... ... 14 26 56.32 +35 22 34.7 N
WN J1431+3015 101 5 14.3 1.5 ... −1:340.09 ... D 28.9 158 14 31 17.77 +30 15 00.2 F
WN J1431+7317 129 6 17.9 1.3 4:65  0:19 −1:350.06 −1:08  0:07 D 11.2 47 14 31 28.01 +73 17 29.7 V
WN J1433+3044 144 6 16.7 1.3 ... −1:480.06 ... D 14.5 100 14 33 56.51 +30 44 25.5 F
WN J1435+3523 160 7 22.3 1.6 ... −1:350.06 ... S 8.0 64 14 35 53.99 +35 24 06.8 F
WN J1436+6319 3507140 514.022.4 64:84  1:39 −1:310.04 −1:67  0:04 D 3.8 154 14 36 37.28 +63 19 13.9 V
WN J1437+7409 111 5 16.4 0.5 1:32  0:11 −1:310.05 −2:02  0:07 S < 0:3 0 14 37 35.89 +74 09 22.2 V
WN J1439+3729 142 7 17.1 0.5 ... −1:450.04 ... D 7.2 157 14 39 49.99 +37 29 03.4 F
WN J1440+3707 219 9 16.7 1.3 ... −1:760.06 ... S 7.4 61 14 40 03.63 +37 07 27.4 F
WN J1444+4114 97 5 13.2 1.4 ... −1:370.09 ... D 30.1 151 14 44 27.65 +41 14 38.3 F
WN J1444+4112 109 6 13.1 0.5 ... −1:450.05 ... D 12.6 96 14 44 48.82 +41 12 25.5 F
WN J1447+5423 97 6 13.3 0.5 ... −1:360.05 ... S 11.0 174 14 47 54.36 +54 23 25.2 F
WN J1450+3534 95 5 10.2 0.4 ... −1:530.05 ... S 3.3 62 14 50 20.69 +35 34 46.5 F
WN J1451+3649 25410 29.8 2.3 ... −1:470.06 ... T 50.7 101 14 51 11.62 +36 49 34.4 F
WN J1454+3210 26411 37.6 0.9 ... −1:330.03 ... S 3.0 22 14 54 11.64 +32 10 16.8 F
WN J1459+6405 33914 40.0 3.6 ... −1:460.07 ... ... ... ... 14 59 33.34 +64 05 58.0 N
WN J1459+4947 175 8 18.7 0.5 ... −1:530.04 ... S 3.0 109 14 59 43.19 +49 47 15.9 F
WN J1500+3613 39016 52.9 2.5 ... −1:370.04 ... S 2.2 76 15 00 09.01 +36 13 25.8 F
WN J1502+4756 221 9 19.1 1.5 ... −1:680.06 ... D 12.3 37 15 02 03.58 +47 56 34.7 F
WN J1508+5839 122 6 12.5 0.5 1:37  0:09 −1:560.05 −1:78  0:06 D 35.2 128 15 08 08.17 +58 39 13.3 V
WN J1509+5905 75230 107.3 4.6 8:60  0:26 −1:330.04 −2:03  0:04 DF 1.8 74 15 09 32.34 +59 05 24.5 V
WN J1525+3010 145 7 17.2 0.5 ... −1:460.04 ... S 1.2 123 15 25 01.21 +30 10 30.2 F
WN J1525+5130 94 5 10.7 0.5 2:02  0:13 −1:490.06 −1:34  0:06 S 0.8 7 15 25 12.93 +51 30 06.1 V
WN J1528+6317 33214 40.0 2.0 20:80  0:52 −1:450.04 −0:53  0:05 DF 6.0 121 15 28 06.47 +63 17 40.2 V
WN J1529+3454 124 6 13.0 0.5 ... −1:540.05 ... S 2.3 35 15 29 41.52 +34 54 31.3 F
WN J1537+3402 83 5 11.6 0.5 ... −1:350.05 ... S 1.7 31 15 37 50.57 +34 02 33.3 F
WN J1543+3512 23110 23.6 1.5 ... −1:560.05 ... D 9.2 0 15 43 29.49 +35 12 29.7 F
WN J1546+3935 155 7 13.7 0.5 ... −1:660.04 ... D 8.5 102 15 46 41.95 +39 35 52.7 F
WN J1546+3005 92 6 13.0 0.5 ... −1:340.05 ... S 2.3 144 15 46 57.65 +30 05 38.1 F
WN J1550+3830 22910 32.9 1.7 ... −1:330.05 ... S 4.2 178 15 50 19.42 +38 30 14.8 F
WN J1552+3715 54622 27.3 1.6 ... −2:050.05 ... D 18.6 120 15 52 07.07 +37 15 07.1 F
WN J1555+4011 35914 50.9 2.4 ... −1:340.04 ... S 1.1 90 15 55 02.50 +40 11 58.2 F
WN J1558+7028 114 6 15.7 2.1 1:68  0:11 −1:360.11 −1:80  0:12 S 2.1 38 15 58 37.92 +70 28 11.2 V
WN J1559+6110 130 6 18.3 1.3 3:47  0:14 −1:340.06 −1:34  0:07 S 0.3 20 15 59 50.65 +61 10 57.8 V
WN J1559+5926 116 6 15.3 1.3 41:70  0:92 −1:390.07 ... D 31.0 60 15 59 54.42 +59 26 35.3 V
WN J1604+5505 142 7 20.7 0.6 ... −1:320.04 ... S 1.1 15 16 04 21.91 +55 05 45.4 F
WN J1606+6346 130 6 19.0 0.6 5:60  0:19 −1:320.04 −0:98  0:04 D 5.6 14 16 06 12.44 +63 47 06.1 V
WN J1606+4142 83 5 12.3 0.5 ... −1:310.05 ... S 3.2 145 16 06 30.58 +41 42 10.8 F
WN J1609+5725 70 5 10.2 0.5 2:13  0:11 −1:320.07 −1:26  0:06 S 1.7 60 16 09 28.14 +57 25 02.8 V
WN J1618+5736 23310 33.5 1.8 6:38  0:20 −1:330.05 −1:34  0:05 S 2.1 102 16 18 07.35 +57 36 11.7 V
WN J1622+3447 156 7 21.1 0.6 ... −1:370.04 ... S 1.6 0 16 22 10.93 +34 47 44.6 F
WN J1623+8213 166 7 19.8 0.6 ... −1:460.04 ... ... ... ... 16 23 01.71 +82 13 17.4 N
WN J1624+4202 75 5 11.0 1.7 ... −1:310.12 ... D 24.4 19 16 24 37.86 +42 02 10.5 F
WN J1627+5430 146 7 20.9 0.6 ... −1:330.04 ... S 1.6 176 16 27 24.09 +54 30 55.2 F
WN J1628+3932 267371069 3680.735.1 ... −1:360.03 ... M 48.8 77 16 28 38.56 +39 33 00.1 F
WN J1633+7351 75 5 10.1 1.3 23:88  0:55 −1:370.11 0:69  0:11 DF 21.8 90 16 33 07.45 +73 51 38.1 V
WN J1645+4413 135 6 18.9 0.6 ... −1:350.04 ... S 1.1 56 16 45 35.69 +44 13 42.1 F
WN J1704+3839 33514 34.5 1.8 ... −1:560.05 ... D 23.8 145 17 04 00.50 +38 39 56.7 F
WN J1713+3656 116 6 14.8 0.5 ... −1:410.04 ... S 1.1 169 17 13 55.63 +36 56 34.5 F
WN J1714+7031 132 6 14.2 1.4 0:95  0:09 −1:530.08 −2:18  0:11 S 2.4 46 17 14 35.18 +70 31 30.7 V
WN J1714+5251 26211 37.9 2.0 ... −1:320.05 ... D 26.6 80 17 14 37.93 +52 51 30.1 F
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1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
WN J1717+3828 36815 35.8 2.0 ... −1:600.05 ... M 33.6 156 17 17 16.22 +38 28 16.5 F
WN J1718+5823 109844 133.2 2.7 11:26  0:32 −1:440.03 −1:98  0:03 S 0.3 107 17 18 18.51 +58 23 21.8 V
WN J1723+5822 88 6 10.4 0.5 2:27  0:11 −1:460.06 −1:23  0:06 S 4.7 103 17 23 01.98 +58 22 44.0 V
WN J1723+6844 105 6 15.7 1.3 ... −1:300.07 ... ... ... ... 17 23 05.64 +68 44 17.7 N
WN J1731+4640 200 9 15.7 0.5 ... −1:740.04 ... D 11.6 106 17 31 46.10 +46 40 03.1 F
WN J1731+4654 32313 42.0 2.1 ... −1:400.05 ... S 1.9 176 17 31 59.63 +46 54 00.2 F
WN J1732+6757 85 5 11.9 0.5 2:31  0:11 −1:350.05 −1:32  0:05 D 1.5 178 17 32 30.61 +67 57 02.5 V
WN J1733+4037 80 5 11.2 2.0 ... −1:350.13 ... ... ... ... 17 33 31.13 +40 37 00.6 N
WN J1734+4527 87 5 11.0 0.5 ... −1:420.06 ... D 10.4 174 17 34 07.58 +45 27 25.6 F
WN J1734+3606 69 3 10.2 3.2 3:12  0:13 −1:310.22 −0:95  0:25 S 2.1 137 17 34 24.13 +36 06 38.8 V
WN J1736+6502 193 8 27.4 1.6 4:40  0:16 −1:340.05 −1:47  0:06 D 16.0 159 17 36 37.50 +65 02 28.7 V
WN J1739+5309 78 5 11.3 0.5 ... −1:320.06 ... S 7.3 114 17 39 28.39 +53 09 41.8 F
WN J1749+5659 124 7 15.9 1.6 ... −1:410.08 ... ... ... ... 17 49 21.19 +56 59 59.6 N
WN J1749+6248 104 6 13.3 0.5 2:93  0:12 −1:410.05 −1:22  0:05 S 1.7 48 17 49 27.04 +62 48 54.0 V
WN J1752+2949 135 6 16.9 0.5 2:29  0:14 −1:420.04 −1:61  0:05 S 3.2 102 17 52 56.67 +29 49 28.3 V
WN J1801+3336 136 6 11.6 0.5 1:26  0:12 −1:690.05 −1:78  0:08 S 2.5 34 18 01 07.26 +33 36 40.4 V
WN J1802+3948 110244 157.3 6.8 27:67  0:62 −1:330.04 −1:40  0:04 T 19.2 13 18 02 31.65 +39 48 59.6 V
WN J1804+5547 173 8 22.9 1.7 ... −1:380.06 ... ... ... ... 18 04 15.35 +55 47 16.3 N
WN J1804+3048 192 8 27.7 0.7 5:88  0:18 −1:330.04 −1:25  0:03 S 2.0 84 18 04 42.01 +30 48 45.0 V
WN J1806+6332 138 7 17.7 0.5 ... −1:410.04 ... ... ... ... 18 06 23.66 +63 32 07.9 N
WN J1807+5027 48319 71.4 3.3 11:67  0:31 −1:310.04 −1:46  0:04 D 3.7 173 18 07 07.39 +50 27 25.8 V
WN J1807+6628 76 5 10.9 1.4 1:20  0:11 −1:330.10 −1:78  0:13 S 0.3 103 18 07 29.75 +66 28 33.4 V
WN J1810+6635 115 8 14.1 0.5 2:62  0:12 −1:440.04 −1:36  0:05 S 1.6 15 18 10 28.41 +66 35 15.1 V
WN J1811+6008 160 7 17.8 0.5 7:87  0:24 −1:500.04 −0:66  0:03 DF 3.5 31 18 11 18.38 +60 08 42.9 V
WN J1813+4847 92 5 12.1 0.5 ... −1:390.06 ... ... ... ... 18 13 16.68 +48 47 50.1 N
WN J1814+5009 120 7 16.7 0.5 ... −1:350.05 ... ... ... ... 18 14 01.40 +50 09 58.0 N
WN J1815+3656 124 6 17.6 0.6 2:96  0:14 −1:340.04 −1:43  0:05 S 1.6 48 18 15 23.11 +36 56 00.9 V
WN J1816+3840 186 8 27.3 1.6 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 18 16 26.11 +38 40 53.0 N
WN J1818+7042 162465 199.6 8.8 30:50  0:74 −1:440.04 −1:51  0:04 D 1.4 10 18 18 04.24 +70 42 59.5 V
WN J1818+3852 105 6 12.6 0.5 1:29  0:09 −1:450.05 −1:84  0:07 S 2.6 64 18 18 42.17 +38 52 20.4 V
WN J1818+3428 167 7 23.7 0.6 5:68  0:19 −1:340.04 −1:15  0:03 T 7.5 103 18 18 47.90 +34 28 24.0 V
WN J1818+6144 149 6 21.9 1.5 1:11  0:10 −1:310.06 −2:40  0:09 S 1.6 11 18 18 50.55 +61 44 18.4 V
WN J1819+3122 77 5 10.5 0.5 ... −1:360.06 ... ... ... ... 18 19 28.60 +31 22 19.3 N
WN J1819+6213 106 6 12.7 0.5 0:47  0:08 −1:450.05 −2:66  0:14 S 1.6 41 18 19 52.26 +62 13 58.0 V
WN J1820+5711 136 7 20.3 1.5 ... −1:300.06 ... ... ... ... 18 20 51.14 +57 11 06.5 N
WN J1821+3602 3398136 99.0 4.2 233:33  4:90 −2:420.04 0:69  0:04 T 35.0 55 18 21 02.20 +36 02 15.7 V
WN J1821+3601y 151 6 10.2 1.5 105:26  2:53 −1:850.11 1:88  0:12 D 34.9 55 18 21 22.59 +36 01 03.3 V
WN J1829+6914 207 9 13.0 1.3 2:25  0:12 −1:900.08 −1:41  0:09 S 1.8 22 18 29 05.68 +69 14 06.1 V
WN J1829+4919 98 6 14.2 0.5 7:95  0:24 −1:320.06 −0:47  0:04 D 12.5 173 18 29 33.74 +49 19 55.6 V
WN J1829+5945 34614 50.4 2.4 8:82  0:25 −1:320.04 −1:40  0:04 S 1.7 26 18 29 57.26 +59 45 03.2 V
WN J1830+6422 70 3 10.3 0.5 ... −1:310.07 ... ... ... ... 18 30 45.82 +64 22 26.3 N
WN J1832+5354y 22610 28.7 1.6 23:82  0:59 −1:410.05 −0:15  0:05 D 19.4 56 18 32 41.16 +53 54 34.0 V
WN J1836+5210 191 9 24.2 1.5 3:54  0:15 −1:410.05 −1:55  0:06 S 1.4 10 18 36 23.22 +52 10 28.4 V
WN J1839+4710 176 8 22.8 1.6 ... −1:400.06 ... ... ... ... 18 39 14.54 +47 10 59.4 N
WN J1843+5932 99840 148.2 6.6 30:87  0:70 −1:310.04 −1:26  0:04 T 7.7 64 18 43 31.70 +59 32 59.3 V
WN J1847+5423 108 6 15.8 1.3 6:67  0:23 −1:320.07 −0:69  0:07 DF 2.9 67 18 47 04.03 +54 23 06.6 V
WN J1852+5711 38716 53.4 2.5 ... −1:360.04 ... ... ... ... 18 52 08.35 +57 11 42.7 N
WN J1857+7411 160 7 19.9 0.6 ... −1:430.04 ... ... ... ... 18 57 03.60 +74 11 31.2 N
WN J1859+5900 98 6 11.7 0.5 1:64  0:12 −1:460.06 −1:56  0:07 S 0.5 171 18 59 40.34 +59 00 36.8 V
WN J1859+5416 81 4 10.1 1.6 2:70  0:14 −1:430.12 −1:06  0:13 S 1.7 17 18 59 57.65 +54 16 21.8 V
WN J1907+8532 69 4 10.2 0.4 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 19 07 26.54 +85 32 35.2 N
WN J1911+6342 18510 23.3 1.5 3:37  0:14 −1:420.05 −1:56  0:06 S 1.8 7 19 11 49.54 +63 42 09.6 V
WN J1912+8627 126 7 18.8 1.2 2:55  0:13 −1:300.05 −1:61  0:07 S 2.4 178 19 12 06.26 +86 27 10.1 V
WN J1917+6635 75 5 11.2 0.5 2:37  0:12 −1:300.06 −1:25  0:06 S 1.9 152 19 17 35.50 +66 35 38.5 V
WN J1917+7149 28012 40.4 2.1 ... −1:330.05 ... ... ... ... 19 17 56.11 +71 49 19.7 N
WN J1923+6047 83 5 12.4 0.5 2:56  0:13 −1:300.06 −1:27  0:05 S 2.4 91 19 23 33.18 +60 47 56.8 V
WN J1925+5203 199 9 27.5 1.7 4:30  0:16 −1:360.05 −1:49  0:06 D 8.6 52 19 25 16.97 +52 03 34.4 V
WN J1925+5742 100 6 14.5 0.5 1:58  0:11 −1:320.06 −1:78  0:06 S 2.0 9 19 25 22.22 +57 42 27.3 V
WN J1926+5710 136 7 20.2 0.6 4:55  0:18 −1:310.04 −1:20  0:04 S 1.8 161 19 26 43.85 +57 10 00.5 V
WN J1927+6436 66126 80.3 3.5 6:62  0:21 −1:440.04 −2:01  0:04 D 20.1 120 19 27 22.83 +64 36 02.6 V
WN J1944+6552 136755 147.2 6.5 19:45  0:47 −1:530.04 −1:63  0:04 S 1.8 165 19 44 23.99 +65 52 23.8 V
WN J1953+7052 75 7 10.3 0.5 3:22  0:15 −1:360.07 −0:94  0:05 D 14.4 150 19 53 21.10 +70 52 19.8 V
WN J1954+7011 46019 63.4 2.9 ... −1:360.04 ... ... ... ... 19 54 30.53 +70 11 33.5 N
WN J2044+7044 31113 41.7 0.9 7:18  0:22 −1:380.03 −1:42  0:03 D 1.3 83 20 44 57.80 +70 44 03.8 V
WN J2052+6925 113 6 16.1 1.3 ... −1:330.07 ... ... ... ... 20 52 33.78 +69 25 09.3 N
WN J2053+6849 109 5 15.8 0.5 2:59  0:13 −1:320.05 −1:45  0:05 S 2.8 13 20 53 38.68 +68 48 54.7 V
WN J2139+3125 24910 28.0 0.7 ... −1:500.04 ... ... ... ... 21 39 32.31 +31 25 18.7 N
WN J2146+3330 105 6 10.8 0.5 ... −1:560.05 ... ... ... ... 21 46 55.47 +33 30 01.7 N
WN J2147+3137 215 9 25.4 1.6 ... −1:460.05 ... ... ... ... 21 47 35.21 +31 37 58.9 N
WN J2158+3424 182 8 25.3 0.7 4:48  0:17 −1:350.04 −1:39  0:04 T 7.9 163 21 58 54.14 +34 24 47.8 V
WN J2213+3411 32013 29.8 2.2 ... −1:630.06 ... ... ... ... 22 13 12.48 +34 11 42.8 N
WN J2219+2951 15110 13.2 0.5 ... −1:670.04 ... ... ... ... 22 19 28.65 +29 51 57.4 N
WN J2221+3800 99 6 14.4 0.5 2:18  0:11 −1:320.05 −1:52  0:05 S 1.4 5 22 21 49.53 +38 00 38.4 V
WN J2222+3305 23210 30.4 1.7 3:53  0:14 −1:390.05 −1:73  0:05 S 1.4 13 22 22 15.19 +33 05 44.1 V
WN J2245+3937 204 8 15.5 1.3 5:65  0:21 −1:760.07 −0:81  0:07 DF 4.0 168 22 45 02.74 +39 37 27.9 V
WN J2250+4131 128 7 15.2 1.4 2:03  0:11 −1:460.07 −1:62  0:09 S 1.5 25 22 50 51.16 +41 31 16.4 V
WN J2313+4053 101 6 11.3 1.4 ... −1:500.09 ... ... ... ... 23 13 06.34 +40 53 40.6 N
WN J2313+4253 94 7 13.4 1.5 3:41  0:14 −1:330.09 −1:10  0:10 S 1.4 13 23 13 08.62 +42 53 13.0 V
WN J2313+3842 30413 13.2 2.6 ... −2:150.14 ... ... ... ... 23 13 47.75 +38 42 26.2 N
WN J2319+4251 32114 40.2 2.9 3:88  0:14 −1:420.06 −1:88  0:07 S 1.5 20 23 19 47.25 +42 51 09.2 V
WN J2337+3421 84 4 12.4 1.3 ... −1:310.09 ... ... ... ... 23 37 23.43 +34 21 51.5 N
WN J2338+4047 115 6 16.9 0.5 5:06  0:18 −1:310.04 −0:97  0:04 D 15.7 8 23 38 11.10 +40 47 19.6 V
WN J2350+3631 196 8 22.8 0.6 2:20  0:11 −1:470.04 −1:88  0:04 DF 2.7 165 23 50 25.69 +36 31 27.6 V
y Not a real USS source; see notes See notes
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1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
TN J0008-0912 638 64 100.2 4.4 ... −1:380.08 ... ... ... ... 00 08 52.43 −09 12 01.4 N
TN J0018+1904 498 30 84.5 3.8 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 00 18 07.35 +19 04 50.0 N
TN J0026+1501 241 26 39.4 2.0 ... −1:350.09 ... ... ... ... 00 26 03.31 +15 01 29.2 N
TN J0027+0059 735 55 98.0 4.4 ... −1:500.07 ... ... ... ... 00 27 39.36 +00 59 53.6 N
TN J0033-2731 512 41 66.1 3.0 ... −1:520.07 ... ... ... ... 00 33 24.28 −27 31 48.1 N
TN J0037+2629 442 35 70.8 3.2 ... −1:360.07 ... ... ... ... 00 37 10.05 +26 29 42.3 N
TN J0038-1540 471 33 63.9 1.4 10:8  0:6 −1:490.06 −1:43  0:05 D 3.2 18 00 38 47.19 −15 40 06.6 V
TN J0040+1417 435 41 71.1 1.5 ... −1:350.07 ... ... ... ... 00 40 37.04 +14 17 14.6 N
TN J0041+1250 451 65 71.0 3.3 21:0  1:1 −1:380.11 −0:98  0:06 D 10.7 103 00 41 31.27 +12 50 32.3 V
TN J0042+2649 484 57 69.6 3.2 ... −1:440.09 ... ... ... ... 00 42 32.46 +26 49 06.2 N
TN J0055+2624 8670457 1375.556.2 ... −1:370.05 ... ... ... ... 00 55 50.38 +26 24 35.8 N
TN J0102-1055 775 41 110.4 4.9 16:4  0:9 −1:450.05 −1:53  0:06 D 1.5 136 01 01 59.99 −10 55 56.0 V
TN J0102-2152 1900 88 168.3 6.7 ... −1:800.05 ... ... ... ... 01 02 41.09 −21 52 30.2 N
TN J0114-0333 367 36 54.7 2.6 12:9  0:7 −1:420.08 −1:16  0:06 T 2.4 146 01 14 42.50 −03 33 58.8 V
TN J0119-2054 522 60 87.8 4.0 ... −1:330.09 ... ... ... ... 01 19 47.65 −20 54 46.8 N
TN J0121+1320 348 33 57.3 2.7 8:4  0:5 −1:340.08 −1:55  0:06 S 0.3 89 01 21 42.74 +13 20 58.3 V
TN J0154+0044 465 29 78.6 3.6 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 01 54 38.48 +00 44 37.7 N
TN J0156+1619 437 45 62.9 2.9 ... −1:440.09 ... ... ... ... 01 56 18.01 +16 19 52.5 N
TN J0201-1302 360 33 57.0 2.7 11:0  0:6 −1:370.08 −1:32  0:06 S < 1.3 0 02 01 15.80 −13 02 19.4 V
TN J0205+2242 381 26 60.4 2.8 8:8  0:5 −1:370.06 −1:55  0:06 D 2.7 148 02 05 10.69 +22 42 50.2 V
TN J0208+1305 403 61 68.3 3.1 ... −1:320.12 ... ... ... ... 02 08 32.45 +13 05 53.0 N
TN J0215+2651 431 49 69.3 3.2 ... −1:360.09 ... ... ... ... 02 15 45.31 +26 51 12.3 N
TN J0218+0844 395 32 61.8 1.3 8:8  0:5 −1:380.06 −1:56  0:05 S 0.4 169 02 18 25.56 +08 44 31.3 V
TN J0230-0255 573 56 90.1 4.0 22:5  1:2 −1:380.08 −1:12  0:06 M 6.7 156 02 30 21.97 −02 55 05.1 V
TN J0230-2001 380 33 57.8 2.7 ... −1:400.07 ... ... ... ... 02 30 45.73 −20 01 19.0 N
TN J0233+2349 1075 86 176.8 7.8 43:5  2:3 −1:340.07 −1:13  0:06 DF 4.0 116 02 33 10.32 +23 49 52.2 V
TN J0234-1215 451 46 64.2 2.9 ... −1:450.08 ... ... ... ... 02 34 57.31 −12 15 21.7 N
TN J0243+1405 395 51 58.4 1.3 26:2  1:4 −1:420.10 −0:64  0:05 T 3.1 126 02 43 10.52 +14 05 36.9 V
TN J0244+0327 542 62 84.8 3.8 ... −1:380.09 ... ... ... ... 02 44 53.97 +03 27 46.8 N
TN J0245+2700 388 53 54.0 2.5 ... −1:470.11 ... ... ... ... 02 45 22.27 +27 00 06.3 N
TN J0250+0130 275 25 39.1 2.0 ... −1:450.08 ... ... ... ... 02 50 20.94 +01 30 24.9 N
TN J0254-1039 421 60 68.1 3.1 25:5  1:4 −1:360.11 −0:79  0:06 D 11.7 129 02 54 59.89 −10 39 49.2 V
TN J0256-2717 1045 70 177.9 7.4 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 02 56 51.44 −27 17 56.5 N
TN J0301+0155 3950180 402.717.3 ... −1:700.05 ... ... ... ... 03 01 38.49 +01 55 14.9 N
TN J0306+0524 909 76 155.1 6.3 ... −1:320.07 ... ... ... ... 03 06 08.10 +05 24 23.8 N
TN J0309-2425 483 53 62.6 2.9 14:8  0:9 −1:520.09 −1:16  0:06 D 12.9 23 03 09 09.26 −24 25 11.7 V
TN J0310+0814 593 67 96.8 4.3 ... −1:350.09 ... ... ... ... 03 10 37.37 +08 14 59.2 N
TN J0311-2553 1102 66 174.1 7.5 ... −1:370.06 ... ... ... ... 03 11 47.40 −25 53 21.1 N
TN J0312-2622 442 41 46.4 2.3 ... −1:680.08 ... ... ... ... 03 12 34.19 −26 22 23.9 N
TN J0316-0815 1950 92 305.113.4 42:2  2:2 −1:380.05 −1:59  0:05 T 3.2 34 03 16 18.59 −08 15 54.8 V
TN J0321+1631 1084 85 175.7 7.7 ... −1:350.07 ... ... ... ... 03 21 36.86 +16 31 55.8 N
TN J0327-0948 281 30 39.0 2.0 ... −1:470.09 ... ... ... ... 03 27 00.55 −09 48 05.2 N
TN J0344+1903 297 22 50.7 2.4 ... −1:320.07 ... ... ... ... 03 44 00.12 +19 03 53.1 N
TN J0344-2029 538 71 74.0 1.6 19:2  1:1 −1:480.10 −1:08  0:05 D 6.5 42 03 44 37.88 −20 29 03.8 V
TN J0349-1207 460 61 77.5 3.5 23:3  1:3 −1:320.11 −0:97  0:06 T 9.4 101 03 49 49.22 −12 07 10.6 V
TN J0351-1947 642 86 111.4 4.9 ... −1:300.11 ... ... ... ... 03 51 33.13 −19 47 10.5 N
TN J0352-0355 681 63 114.9 4.8 13:5  0:8 −1:320.08 −1:65  0:06 DF ... 0 03 52 32.04 −03 55 47.2 V
TN J0355+0440 2015119 262.011.5 ... −1:520.05 ... ... ... ... 03 55 12.79 +04 40 41.0 N
TN J0356-3028 1030 65 167.5 7.3 34:1  1:8 −1:350.06 −1:28  0:06 D 3.1 86 03 56 45.54 −30 28 36.9 V
TN J0401-0156 1001 65 172.8 7.1 ... −1:310.06 ... ... ... ... 04 01 08.43 −01 56 08.9 N
TN J0402+1007 479 54 74.6 3.4 13:4  0:8 −1:380.09 −1:38  0:06 D 0.8 67 04 02 34.44 +10 07 14.9 V
TN J0404-0541 666 69 114.1 5.1 ... −1:310.08 ... ... ... ... 04 04 09.66 −05 41 07.3 N
TN J0408-2418 3881172 647.728.1 ... −1:330.05 ... ... ... ... 04 08 51.38 −24 18 15.5 N
TN J0410+1019 1185 88 166.9 3.4 26:5  1:4 −1:460.06 −1:26  0:05 S 0.2 109 04 10 40.52 +10 19 13.6 V
TN J0429-2118 561 58 95.5 4.3 ... −1:320.08 ... ... ... ... 04 29 39.79 −21 18 01.7 N
TN J0431+0725 175 24 30.4 0.7 ... −1:300.10 ... ... ... ... 04 31 54.21 +07 25 13.8 N
TN J0433+0717 229 27 33.1 1.8 ... −1:440.10 ... ... ... ... 04 33 05.61 +07 17 55.2 N
TN J0435-0736 358 71 47.0 2.3 16:6  0:9 −1:510.15 −0:84  0:06 T 11.9 59 04 35 32.20 −07 36 12.3 V
TN J0437+0259 410 54 71.1 3.3 ... −1:300.10 ... ... ... ... 04 37 33.04 +02 59 06.2 N
TN J0443-1212 412 59 56.8 2.7 14:6  0:8 −1:470.11 −1:09  0:06 M 20.2 25 04 43 53.72 −12 12 46.7 V
TN J0452-1737 747 73 118.1 2.5 23:7  1:3 −1:370.07 −1:29  0:05 D 2.4 176 04 52 26.66 −17 37 54.0 V
TN J0510-1838 6801325 641.325.6 ... −1:760.05 ... D 36.1 63 05 10 32.30 −18 38 41.4 A
TN J0515-3410 589 52 97.4 4.4 ... −1:340.07 ... ... ... ... 05 15 18.86 −34 10 09.5 N
TN J0517-0641 285 30 40.0 0.9 6:8  0:4 −1:460.08 −1:43  0:05 S 1.0 0 05 17 36.89 −06 41 14.6 V
TN J0525-1832 549 73 86.4 3.9 24:1  1:3 −1:380.11 −1:02  0:06 T 8.1 172 05 25 54.85 −18 32 32.5 V
TN J0547-0706 2552156 362.616.0 ... −1:450.06 ... ... ... ... 05 47 27.57 −07 06 35.0 N
TN J0549-2459 427 55 58.0 1.3 ... −1:490.10 ... S 23.5 8 05 49 28.61 −24 59 15.2 A
TN J0551-0756 473 71 68.5 3.2 ... −1:440.12 ... ... ... ... 05 51 30.37 −07 56 17.5 N
TN J0552-0433 1618 83 269.711.8 37:7  2:0 −1:330.05 −1:56  0:06 D 4.3 152 05 52 14.38 −04 33 28.8 V
TN J0553-2033 887 80 148.0 6.2 ... −1:330.07 ... ... ... ... 05 53 37.24 −20 33 07.6 N
TN J0558-1358 425 54 73.4 3.4 ... −1:310.10 ... ... ... ... 05 58 39.43 −13 58 45.5 N
TN J0559-3406 773 69 123.5 5.4 ... −1:360.07 ... S 4.6 8 05 59 14.30 −34 06 51.0 A
TN J0602-2741 810 54 117.2 5.2 20:7  1:2 −1:440.06 −1:39  0:06 T 4.3 88 06 02 41.32 −27 41 10.1 V
TN J0630-2834 343 29 14.3 0.5 ... −2:360.07 ... S 13.5 2 06 30 49.49 −28 34 40.4 A
TN J0634-3232 394 63 67.7 3.1 ... −1:310.12 ... ... ... ... 06 34 17.10 −32 32 34.1 N
TN J0729+2436 1062 87 68.9 3.1 ... −2:030.07 ... D 19.4 72 07 29 28.65 +24 36 26.2 F
TN J0733+1753 291 45 46.1 2.3 ... −1:370.12 ... ... ... ... 07 33 17.53 +17 53 28.4 N
TN J0805+2738 987 79 153.0 6.7 ... −1:390.07 ... T 71.3 119 08 05 15.50 +27 38 01.2 F
TN J0806+0401 560 53 92.1 2.0 ... −1:340.07 ... ... ... ... 08 06 32.25 +04 01 37.7 N
TN J0812+0915 277 46 43.4 2.2 ... −1:380.13 ... ... ... ... 08 12 16.84 +09 15 43.7 N
TN J0818-0741 381 48 59.3 2.8 ... −1:380.10 ... ... ... ... 08 18 51.89 −07 41 48.2 N
TN J0831+0046 451 55 72.8 3.3 ... −1:360.10 ... ... ... ... 08 31 39.92 +00 46 56.5 N
TN J0831+0851 567 53 83.8 3.8 98:3  5:2 −1:420.08 0:13  0:06 DF 3.0 2 08 31 52.74 +08 51 14.1 V
TN J0837-1053 450 81 69.2 3.1 11:6  0:7 −1:390.14 −1:43  0:06 D 23.5 11 08 37 41.62 −10 53 46.0 V
TN J0855-0000 416 57 65.9 3.0 13:8  0:8 −1:370.11 −1:26  0:06 D 3.8 85 08 55 57.26 −00 00 58.2 V
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1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
TN J0856-1510 469 68 70.0 3.2 3:7  0:3 −1:410.11 −2:01  0:07 S 1.0 14 08 56 12.44 −15 10 35.7 V
TN J0902+1809 491 37 55.5 2.6 ... −1:620.07 ... ... ... ... 09 02 00.00 +18 09 03.4 N
TN J0906-0701 939101 142.5 5.8 ... −1:400.09 ... ... ... ... 09 06 40.23 −07 01 12.4 N
TN J0910-2228 465 32 55.3 2.6 4:0  0:3 −1:580.06 −2:11  0:07 S 2.0 0 09 10 34.15 −22 28 47.4 V
TN J0914+1119 343 53 49.5 1.1 ... −1:440.12 ... ... ... ... 09 14 30.81 +11 19 08.0 N
TN J0919+1845 522 50 90.0 4.0 ... −1:310.08 ... ... ... ... 09 19 33.25 +18 45 51.2 N
TN J0920-0712 760 53 100.4 4.5 16:3  0:9 −1:510.06 −1:46  0:06 S 1.4 135 09 20 22.43 −07 12 17.6 V
TN J0920-1405 842 88 133.6 5.5 ... −1:370.08 ... ... ... ... 09 20 37.77 −14 05 56.3 N
TN J0924-2201 656 72 73.3 1.5 8:6  0:5 −1:630.08 −1:72  0:05 D 1.2 74 09 24 19.92 −22 01 41.5 V
TN J0936+0422 6025362 992.042.5 ... −1:340.05 ... ... ... ... 09 36 32.02 +04 22 10.7 N
TN J0936-2243 488 63 69.1 3.2 18:5  1:0 −1:450.10 −1:06  0:06 D 8.1 77 09 36 32.53 −22 43 04.9 V
TN J0941-1628 1810115 304.413.4 64:7  3:8 −1:330.06 −1:24  0:06 D 1.9 175 09 41 07.43 −16 28 02.5 V
TN J0946-0306 238 24 38.2 2.0 ... −1:360.09 ... ... ... ... 09 46 00.88 −03 06 26.2 N
TN J0954-1635 1531 98 260.011.4 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 09 54 52.30 −16 35 35.1 N
TN J0956-1500 505 49 68.9 1.5 ... −1:480.07 ... ... ... ... 09 56 01.46 −15 00 21.6 N
TN J0958-1103 431 63 70.6 3.2 ... −1:350.11 ... ... ... ... 09 58 21.84 −11 03 47.5 N
TN J1000+0549 410 55 67.3 3.1 ... −1:340.11 ... ... ... ... 10 00 44.58 +05 49 31.1 N
TN J1002+2225 343 41 54.2 2.6 12:2  0:7 −1:370.10 −1:20  0:06 D 11.2 10 10 02 54.08 +22 25 21.9 V
TN J1026-2116 399 29 61.5 1.3 8:5  0:5 −1:390.06 −1:59  0:05 S 1.0 0 10 26 22.37 −21 16 07.7 V
TN J1028+1114 459 56 79.7 3.6 ... −1:300.10 ... ... ... ... 10 28 24.31 +11 14 52.4 N
TN J1031+0259 416 62 60.0 1.3 ... −1:440.11 ... ... ... ... 10 31 13.36 +02 59 05.3 N
TN J1033-1339 981 75 153.8 6.8 26:0  1:4 −1:380.07 −1:43  0:06 S 2.0 107 10 33 10.70 −13 39 52.0 V
TN J1043-1718 578 70 91.0 3.9 18:9  1:0 −1:380.10 −1:26  0:06 D 34.7 63 10 43 19.42 −17 18 53.5 V
TN J1043+2404 439 34 52.0 2.5 ... −1:590.07 ... S 3.7 90 10 43 43.28 +24 04 47.3 F
TN J1045+1832 348 27 53.6 1.2 ... −1:390.06 ... ... ... ... 10 45 42.93 +18 32 37.5 N
TN J1049-1258 818 56 112.2 5.0 17:2  0:9 −1:480.06 −1:50  0:06 M 10.1 104 10 49 06.22 −12 58 18.3 V
TN J1053-1518 383 62 63.7 2.9 ... −1:330.13 ... ... ... ... 10 53 44.52 −15 18 29.8 N
TN J1056-0400 449 57 57.2 2.7 ... −1:530.10 ... ... ... ... 10 56 52.64 −04 00 15.9 N
TN J1102+1029 3713224 633.627.8 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 11 02 17.47 +10 29 08.0 N
TN J1102-1651 688 68 112.5 5.0 20:2  1:1 −1:350.08 −1:38  0:06 D 3.0 70 11 02 47.13 −16 51 34.4 V
TN J1112-2948 663 51 101.0 4.5 16:6  0:9 −1:400.07 −1:45  0:06 D 9.1 119 11 12 23.86 −29 48 06.4 V
TN J1114-2221 386 53 64.9 3.0 ... −1:330.11 ... ... ... ... 11 14 04.82 −22 21 26.6 N
TN J1117-1409 785 69 134.5 5.9 ... −1:310.07 ... ... ... ... 11 17 23.00 −14 09 09.5 N
TN J1118-2612 514 44 62.3 2.9 ... −1:570.07 ... ... ... ... 11 18 54.08 −26 12 20.6 N
TN J1121-1155 332 65 50.1 2.4 ... −1:410.15 ... ... ... ... 11 21 32.75 −11 55 03.2 N
TN J1121+1706 1156 83 196.8 8.4 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 11 21 39.89 +17 06 14.8 N
TN J1123-2154 407 64 50.6 2.4 8:5  0:5 −1:550.12 −1:43  0:06 S 0.8 29 11 23 10.15 −21 54 05.3 V
TN J1125-0342 354 52 61.4 2.9 ... −1:300.11 ... ... ... ... 11 25 57.41 −03 42 04.0 N
TN J1133-2715 2938125 447.9 9.2 ... −1:400.04 ... ... ... ... 11 33 31.53 −27 15 22.9 N
TN J1136+1551 384 33 21.7 0.6 ... −2:140.07 ... ... ... ... 11 36 03.28 +15 51 06.7 N
TN J1136+0610 698 50 118.8 5.3 ... −1:320.06 ... ... ... ... 11 36 38.91 +06 10 26.8 N
TN J1139+0935 508 58 87.3 3.9 ... −1:310.09 ... ... ... ... 11 39 22.75 +09 35 26.1 N
TN J1146-1052 843 79 120.9 5.4 ... −1:440.08 ... S 8.8 1 11 46 07.21 −10 52 08.6 A
TN J1148-0901 571 67 80.4 3.7 ... −1:460.09 ... S < 6.0 5 11 48 39.90 −09 01 48.8 A
TN J1149+1844 457 39 77.6 1.6 ... −1:320.07 ... ... ... ... 11 49 36.78 +18 44 21.5 N
TN J1151-3013 435 28 52.7 1.2 7:0  0:4 −1:570.05 −1:62  0:05 S 1.0 0 11 51 59.42 −30 13 40.8 V
TN J1156-3105 317 48 48.3 2.3 ... −1:400.12 ... S 10.7 167 11 56 25.60 −31 05 40.0 A
TN J1159-1629 324 34 52.9 1.2 10:4  0:6 −1:350.08 −1:30  0:05 D 1.4 38 11 59 53.25 −16 29 48.2 V
TN J1204+1630 804 56 129.7 5.8 ... −1:360.06 ... ... ... ... 12 04 20.49 +16 30 49.5 N
TN J1210+1738 397 50 68.1 3.2 ... −1:310.10 ... ... ... ... 12 10 36.00 +17 38 27.8 N
TN J1216+1944 546 44 91.7 4.1 ... −1:330.07 ... ... ... ... 12 16 01.76 +19 44 43.3 N
TN J1216-2850 870 43 145.2 6.4 ... −1:330.05 ... S < 7.0 163 12 16 17.38 −28 50 48.7 A
TN J1220+0604 491 61 65.1 3.0 ... −1:500.10 ... ... ... ... 12 20 07.82 +06 04 16.5 N
TN J1221-2646 1403 82 217.1 9.5 ... −1:390.05 ... S 8.3 162 12 21 42.91 −26 46 37.7 A
TN J1227-2255 271 27 44.0 2.2 ... −1:350.08 ... S < 7.0 158 12 27 47.23 −22 55 35.1 A
TN J1239+1005 830 89 79.3 1.7 ... −1:750.08 ... ... ... ... 12 39 02.08 +10 05 49.2 N
TN J1239+1043 569 63 87.1 3.8 ... −1:400.09 ... ... ... ... 12 39 31.67 +10 43 22.9 N
TN J1239-0319 1629 74 277.312.2 ... −1:320.05 ... ... ... ... 12 39 38.91 −03 19 02.2 N
TN J1245-1127 518 62 88.0 4.0 ... −1:320.10 ... ... ... ... 12 45 02.47 −11 27 25.9 N
TN J1247+1547 405 44 70.1 3.2 ... −1:300.09 ... ... ... ... 12 47 04.84 +15 47 38.9 N
TN J1251-2714 609 53 96.5 4.3 ... −1:370.07 ... S < 7.0 158 12 51 14.86 −27 14 19.9 A
TN J1256-0911 457 38 76.4 3.5 ... −1:330.07 ... ... ... ... 12 56 19.48 −09 11 24.8 N
TN J1303-3349 2431108 360.8 7.7 ... −1:420.04 ... ... ... ... 13 03 02.67 −33 49 15.5 N
TN J1306-0436 331 57 55.2 2.6 ... −1:330.13 ... ... ... ... 13 06 36.11 −04 36 17.4 N
TN J1313-0459 369 34 58.1 2.7 ... −1:380.08 ... ... ... ... 13 13 34.37 −04 59 30.0 N
TN J1317+0339 399 62 39.8 2.0 ... −1:710.12 ... ... ... ... 13 17 48.12 +03 39 12.3 N
TN J1323-2604 564 60 97.3 2.0 ... −1:310.08 ... ... ... ... 13 23 32.43 −26 04 04.7 N
TN J1326-2330 523 33 83.2 3.8 ... −1:370.06 ... ... ... ... 13 26 25.24 −23 30 23.5 N
TN J1327+1437 788 68 115.0 5.1 ... −1:430.07 ... ... ... ... 13 27 23.93 +14 37 00.4 N
TN J1336+2450 358 71 51.3 2.5 ... −1:450.15 ... M 54.4 100 13 36 15.12 +24 50 05.4 F
TN J1338-1942 718 63 122.9 5.4 22:1  1:2 −1:310.07 −1:34  0:06 S 1.4 152 13 38 26.06 −19 42 30.1 V
TN J1339-0114 349 51 59.5 1.3 ... −1:320.11 ... ... ... ... 13 39 55.26 −01 14 10.8 N
TN J1340+2723 827 93 137.8 6.1 24:8  1:4 −1:330.09 −1:38  0:06 DF 1.7 0 13 40 29.38 +27 23 25.0 V
TN J1346-1004 363 59 49.6 2.4 ... −1:480.13 ... ... ... ... 13 46 16.84 −10 04 57.2 N
TN J1351+1328 662 54 93.8 4.2 ... −1:450.07 ... ... ... ... 13 51 54.72 +13 28 38.1 N
TN J1352-0800 554 88 95.6 4.3 ... −1:310.12 ... ... ... ... 13 52 55.32 −08 00 14.1 N
TN J1353+2302 403 38 59.5 1.3 23:3  1:3 −1:420.07 −0:75  0:05 DF 2.5 44 13 53 42.26 +23 02 50.9 V
TN J1358+2003 227 42 35.0 1.8 ... −1:390.14 ... ... ... ... 13 58 29.63 +20 03 13.4 N
TN J1403-1223 396 69 65.8 3.0 ... −1:340.14 ... S 30.6 169 14 03 37.33 −12 23 57.3 A
TN J1408-0855 694 73 114.3 5.1 ... −1:340.09 ... ... ... ... 14 08 18.46 −08 55 38.5 N
TN J1411-0824 542 71 76.1 3.5 ... −1:460.10 ... ... ... ... 14 11 53.33 −08 24 02.9 N
TN J1412-2548 452 59 78.0 3.6 ... −1:310.10 ... ... ... ... 14 12 51.27 −25 48 05.5 N
TN J1418-2256 527 59 82.0 3.7 ... −1:380.09 ... S 7.6 148 14 18 16.65 −22 56 58.6 A
TN J1428+2425 411 34 69.1 1.5 ... −1:330.07 ... S 1.0 0 14 28 10.20 +24 25 11.3 F
TN J1438+2334 564 69 96.5 4.2 ... −1:310.10 ... D 21.1 157 14 38 56.52 +23 34 25.6 F
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TN J1439-3226 622 65 90.7 1.9 ... −1:430.08 ... ... ... ... 14 39 02.87 −32 26 46.6 N
TN J1449+1440 464 50 80.3 3.7 ... −1:300.09 ... ... ... ... 14 49 02.50 +14 40 42.2 N
TN J1451+2351 595 44 93.2 4.2 ... −1:380.07 ... D 12.6 109 14 51 10.71 +23 51 38.8 F
TN J1452-1113 344 55 53.9 2.6 ... −1:380.13 ... S < 7.5 2 14 52 04.88 −11 13 35.7 A
TN J1452+2013 291 40 43.4 1.0 ... −1:420.11 ... ... ... ... 14 52 22.93 +20 13 09.8 N
TN J1453+1106 833 56 144.9 6.4 ... −1:300.06 ... ... ... ... 14 53 21.97 +11 06 04.9 N
TN J1454+0017 1309 88 214.8 9.2 ... −1:340.06 ... ... ... ... 14 54 40.87 +00 17 41.9 N
TN J1459-2730 321 40 52.5 2.5 ... −1:350.10 ... S 6.5 143 14 59 34.96 −27 30 08.3 A
TN J1506+2728 360 58 60.7 1.3 15:9  0:9 −1:320.12 −1:07  0:05 D 1.1 131 15 06 35.41 +27 28 55.6 V
TN J1513-2417 504 33 83.6 3.7 ... −1:340.06 ... ... ... ... 15 13 31.67 −24 17 55.3 N
TN J1513-1801 534 36 85.3 3.9 ... −1:360.06 ... S < 7.5 4 15 13 55.31 −18 01 07.9 A
TN J1515-2651 352 44 58.0 2.7 ... −1:340.10 ... S 6.5 9 15 15 59.29 −26 51 14.9 A
TN J1520+1410 478 55 66.0 1.4 ... −1:470.09 ... ... ... ... 15 20 53.36 +14 10 45.5 N
TN J1521+0741 1777123 105.6 4.5 ... −2:100.06 ... ... ... ... 15 21 50.75 +07 41 41.1 N
TN J1522-2540 464 63 54.1 2.6 ... −1:600.11 ... S 8.2 10 15 22 23.28 −25 40 07.1 A
TN J1524+0642 479 55 82.9 1.7 ... −1:300.09 ... ... ... ... 15 24 06.39 +06 42 15.9 N
TN J1531-3234 522 59 80.6 3.6 ... −1:390.09 ... S 4.8 27 15 31 33.59 −32 34 01.7 A
TN J1547-2218 427 62 72.4 3.3 ... −1:320.11 ... ... ... ... 15 47 49.95 −22 18 25.6 N
TN J1556-2759 612 56 66.4 3.1 ... −1:650.08 ... ... ... ... 15 56 43.63 −27 59 43.1 N
TN J1559-1727 575 71 97.4 4.3 ... −1:320.10 ... ... ... ... 15 59 34.08 −17 27 41.6 N
TN J1604-0248 345 33 46.8 1.0 ... −1:490.07 ... ... ... ... 16 04 59.59 −02 48 47.9 N
TN J1621+2043 539 48 61.4 2.9 ... −1:620.08 ... ... ... ... 16 21 06.18 +20 43 36.4 N
TN J1628+1604 602 44 55.5 2.6 ... −1:770.07 ... ... ... ... 16 28 19.16 +16 04 00.0 N
TN J1634-2222 4714214 809.235.4 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 16 34 49.79 −22 22 12.7 N
TN J1637-1931 432 40 36.8 0.9 ... −1:830.07 ... S 10.8 6 16 37 44.80 −19 31 24.8 A
TN J1646-1328 608 63 102.5 4.6 ... −1:320.09 ... ... ... ... 16 46 51.67 −13 28 49.1 N
TN J1652-1339 328 33 56.5 1.3 ... −1:310.08 ... ... ... ... 16 52 24.29 −13 39 04.3 N
TN J1653-1155 1131 60 197.0 8.7 ... −1:300.05 ... ... ... ... 16 53 52.81 −11 55 59.2 N
TN J1656-1521 587 79 93.9 4.2 ... −1:360.11 ... ... ... ... 16 56 03.77 −15 21 23.3 N
TN J1701-0101 999 55 172.2 7.6 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 17 01 37.58 −01 01 13.6 N
TN J1701+0252 356 38 57.1 2.7 ... −1:360.09 ... ... ... ... 17 01 54.89 +02 52 13.4 N
TN J1702-0811 436 38 69.9 3.2 ... −1:360.07 ... ... ... ... 17 02 04.71 −08 11 07.5 N
TN J1702+2015 322 48 43.4 2.1 ... −1:490.12 ... ... ... ... 17 02 23.02 +20 15 34.2 N
TN J1702-0145 808 74 135.6 6.0 ... −1:330.08 ... ... ... ... 17 02 43.11 −01 45 54.0 N
TN J1707-1120 425 72 54.2 2.6 ... −1:530.13 ... ... ... ... 17 07 51.37 −11 20 21.0 N
TN J1710-0826 445 74 69.2 3.2 ... −1:380.13 ... ... ... ... 17 10 20.36 −08 26 40.3 N
TN J1714+2226 285 48 43.3 1.0 ... −1:400.13 ... S 1.6 38 17 14 53.42 +22 26 18.5 F
TN J1821+2433 1416 95 227.5 4.7 ... −1:360.05 ... ... ... ... 18 21 37.07 +24 33 13.8 N
TN J1855-3430 654 85 87.8 3.8 ... −1:490.10 ... ... ... ... 18 55 24.12 −34 30 27.7 N
TN J1905-3520 799 75 131.3 5.4 ... −1:340.08 ... ... ... ... 19 05 22.67 −35 20 50.9 N
TN J1932-1931 5678335 813.635.5 ... −1:450.05 ... ... ... ... 19 32 07.22 −19 31 49.7 N
TN J1941-1952 1194103 183.0 3.8 ... −1:400.07 ... S 7.9 164 19 41 00.07 −19 52 14.0 A
TN J1953-0541 478 83 59.0 2.8 ... −1:560.13 ... ... ... ... 19 53 27.04 −05 41 28.5 N
TN J1954-1207 657 67 102.8 4.6 ... −1:380.08 ... S < 7.0 177 19 54 24.15 −12 07 48.7 A
TN J2007-1316 777 46 115.4 5.2 ... −1:420.06 ... S 7.2 174 20 07 53.23 −13 16 43.6 A
TN J2008-1344 798 71 132.3 2.7 ... −1:340.07 ... S 8.2 176 20 08 07.48 −13 44 17.8 A
TN J2009-3040 409 65 65.3 3.0 ... −1:360.12 ... S < 7.0 144 20 09 48.13 −30 40 07.0 A
TN J2014-2115 348 33 48.0 1.1 ... −1:470.07 ... D 56.4 11 20 14 31.96 −21 14 36.7 A
TN J2021+0839 880 72 145.4 6.4 ... −1:340.07 ... ... ... ... 20 21 33.11 +08 39 09.2 N
TN J2028+0811 455 58 74.8 1.6 ... −1:340.10 ... ... ... ... 20 28 37.12 +08 11 21.4 N
TN J2028-1934 814 88 134.4 5.8 ... −1:340.09 ... S 19.2 169 20 28 48.57 −19 34 03.2 A
TN J2029-0858 396 34 47.2 2.3 ... −1:580.07 ... ... ... ... 20 29 49.60 −08 58 48.5 N
TN J2034-2735 510 70 67.4 1.5 ... −1:510.10 ... S < 8.0 163 20 34 15.74 −27 35 45.6 A
TN J2042+1354 281 45 42.0 1.0 ... −1:410.12 ... ... ... ... 20 42 07.25 +13 54 16.6 N
TN J2048-0618 881 99 150.7 6.6 ... −1:310.09 ... ... ... ... 20 48 06.24 −06 18 40.5 N
TN J2049-2223 823 86 126.1 5.6 ... −1:400.08 ... D 95.0 97 20 49 43.04 −22 22 56.3 A
TN J2051-0527 377 79 54.7 1.2 ... −1:440.16 ... ... ... ... 20 51 13.39 −05 27 06.1 N
TN J2051+0133 391 33 66.6 3.1 ... −1:320.07 ... ... ... ... 20 51 32.31 +01 33 34.9 N
TN J2052-0555 321 35 41.5 0.9 ... −1:520.08 ... ... ... ... 20 52 49.93 −05 55 49.1 N
TN J2102+2158 483 52 73.5 1.6 ... −1:400.08 ... ... ... ... 21 02 52.80 +21 58 35.1 N
TN J2103-1917 1410109 228.610.1 ... −1:350.07 ... ... ... ... 21 03 42.91 −19 17 47.7 N
TN J2106-2405 2232150 366.315.9 ... −1:340.06 ... ... ... ... 21 06 58.42 −24 05 04.2 N
TN J2107+0933 476 56 68.0 3.1 ... −1:450.09 ... ... ... ... 21 07 10.61 +09 33 32.5 N
TN J2108+0249 573 41 65.8 3.1 ... −1:610.06 ... ... ... ... 21 08 26.75 +02 49 46.3 N
TN J2113+0111 553 68 90.8 4.1 ... −1:340.10 ... ... ... ... 21 13 50.43 +01 11 22.3 N
TN J2125+2013 352 45 51.9 2.5 ... −1:420.10 ... ... ... ... 21 25 51.74 +20 13 39.8 N
TN J2133+1629 1737123 283.412.4 ... −1:350.06 ... ... ... ... 21 33 29.32 +16 29 19.4 N
TN J2134+0946 351 47 48.0 2.3 ... −1:480.11 ... ... ... ... 21 34 42.85 +09 46 56.6 N
TN J2136+0947 426 60 66.9 3.1 ... −1:380.11 ... ... ... ... 21 36 36.29 +09 47 22.8 N
TN J2147-0645 382 63 57.3 2.7 ... −1:410.13 ... ... ... ... 21 47 57.13 −06 45 48.8 N
TN J2155-2109 449 87 77.2 1.6 ... −1:310.15 ... ... ... ... 21 55 50.90 −21 09 30.0 N
TN J2158-2516 1225 59 200.9 8.9 ... −1:340.05 ... ... ... ... 21 58 11.14 −25 16 01.5 N
TN J2201-2822 703 54 120.5 5.1 ... −1:310.07 ... ... ... ... 22 01 22.94 −28 22 14.0 N
TN J2204+1621 381 42 57.3 2.7 ... −1:410.09 ... ... ... ... 22 04 14.18 +16 21 43.7 N
TN J2205-3201 430 60 65.7 3.1 ... −1:400.11 ... ... ... ... 22 05 27.56 −32 01 23.9 N
TN J2217-1913 321 34 40.5 2.0 ... −1:540.09 ... ... ... ... 22 17 28.22 −19 13 21.1 N
TN J2219-1648 301 53 32.0 0.8 ... −1:670.13 ... ... ... ... 22 19 40.06 −16 48 03.1 N
TN J2232-2917 528 59 91.7 1.9 ... −1:300.08 ... ... ... ... 22 32 57.25 −29 17 56.5 N
TN J2237-0242 727 48 125.0 2.6 ... −1:310.05 ... ... ... ... 22 37 22.60 −02 42 23.0 N
TN J2239-0429 3807177 571.424.9 ... −1:410.05 ... ... ... ... 22 39 32.85 −04 29 33.9 N
TN J2245+0007 297 53 51.6 1.1 ... −1:300.13 ... ... ... ... 22 45 44.99 +00 07 11.3 N
TN J2251-1634 551 64 60.6 1.3 ... −1:640.09 ... ... ... ... 22 51 14.06 −16 34 03.2 N
TN J2251-1034 862 72 138.8 5.9 ... −1:360.07 ... ... ... ... 22 51 22.01 −10 34 18.0 N
TN J2252-1618 397 60 51.6 2.5 ... −1:520.12 ... ... ... ... 22 52 20.15 −16 18 14.9 N
TN J2253-2156 425 72 59.3 2.8 ... −1:470.13 ... ... ... ... 22 53 17.03 −21 56 38.0 N
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1400 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
TN J2301+0555 484 62 74.1 3.3 ... −1:400.10 ... ... ... ... 23 01 18.11 +05 55 01.0 N
TN J2303-0251 405 56 66.5 3.1 ... −1:340.11 ... ... ... ... 23 03 55.67 −02 51 08.6 N
TN J2310+1358 1497102 251.9 5.2 ... −1:330.05 ... ... ... ... 23 10 52.32 +13 58 20.5 N
TN J2312-0040 293 25 45.5 1.0 ... −1:390.07 ... ... ... ... 23 12 46.90 −00 40 53.0 N
TN J2312-0208 1295 80 194.8 8.6 ... −1:410.06 ... ... ... ... 23 12 55.71 −02 08 39.9 N
TN J2314+2053 386 27 46.8 2.3 5:9  0:4 −1:570.06 −1:67  0:07 S 0.3 129 23 14 56.04 +20 53 37.4 V
TN J2320+1222 1566 93 264.3 5.4 ... −1:320.05 ... ... ... ... 23 20 07.79 +12 22 06.6 N
TN J2333-1508 504 68 70.2 3.3 ... −1:470.11 ... ... ... ... 23 33 06.99 −15 08 12.8 N
TN J2335+0634 507 58 84.3 3.8 ... −1:330.09 ... ... ... ... 23 35 06.42 +06 34 38.8 N
TN J2350-1321 419 35 56.1 1.2 ... −1:500.06 ... ... ... ... 23 50 15.92 −13 21 16.0 N
TN J2352+0814 498 50 71.0 3.2 ... −1:450.08 ... ... ... ... 23 52 10.44 +08 14 50.0 N
TN J2352+0450 398 59 60.5 2.8 ... −1:400.12 ... ... ... ... 23 52 32.20 +04 50 30.1 N
TN J2352-3139 573 87 85.8 3.8 29:0  1:5 −1:410.12 −0:87  0:06 T 21.1 170 23 52 46.79 −31 39 36.9 V
y Not a real USS source; see notes See notes
Table A.3: MP sample




408 Str LAS PA J2000 J2000 Pos
mJy mJy mJy 00  h m s  0 00
MP J0003-3556 2440 80 ... 103.013.0 ... −1:280.05 ... ... ... 00 03 13.11 −35 56 33.8 M
MP J0028-5523 1910 80 389  38 86.0 9.0 −1:28  0:10 −1:250.05 S 3.7 57 00 28 53.76 −55 23 28.5 A
MP J0100-6403 1410150 247  24 56.0 7.0 −1:40  0:11 −1:300.07 S 4.2 100 01 00 32.42 −64 03 13.6 A
MP J0103-3225 2290 80 ... 93.013.0 ... −1:290.06 ... ... ... 01 03 17.10 −32 25 53.3 M
MP J0114-3302 1590 90 396  39 76.012.0 −1:11  0:14 −1:230.07 D 22.0 119 01 14 37.06 −33 02 10.2 A
MP J0118-6331 1040 90 264  26 50.0 7.0 −1:10  0:09 −1:230.07 S 4.1 48 01 18 07.54 −63 31 43.2 A
MP J0130-8352 950 50 159  15 23.0 5.0 −1:43  0:11 −1:500.09 S 3.2 66 01 30 07.45 −83 52 29.6 A
MP J0141-4421 1400 60 295  29 56.0 9.0 −1:25  0:10 −1:300.07 D 29.9 95 01 41 13.57 −44 21 10.8 A
MP J0141-6941 3980320 755  75 179.011.0 −1:33  0:09 −1:250.04 D 16.1 153 01 41 55.18 −69 41 33.1 A
MP J0155-8521 830 70 ... 38.0 5.0 ... −1:250.06 ... ... ... 01 55 16.98 −85 21 07.4 M
MP J0202-5425 820 70 186  18 41.0 8.0 −1:19  0:09 −1:210.09 D 14.5 5 02 02 56.25 −54 25 13.3 A
MP J0211-5146 900 40 160  16 43.0 8.0 −1:38  0:08 −1:230.08 S 11.1 50 02 11 44.92 −51 46 47.0 A
MP J0249-4145 1100 50 242  24 48.0 9.0 −1:21  0:08 −1:270.08 S 8.2 49 02 49 10.08 −41 45 36.3 A
MP J0339-4018 3610140 759  75 174.013.0 −1:25  0:09 −1:220.03 S 5.6 33 03 39 48.18 −40 18 22.1 A
MP J0340-6507 1640 50 383  38 81.0 8.0 −1:17  0:10 −1:220.04 D 14.0 18 03 40 44.92 −65 07 07.3 A
MP J0446-3305 1910100 448  44 82.012.0 −1:16  0:10 −1:270.06 D 58.8 6 04 46 00.21 −33 05 18.3 A
MP J0449-5449 900 70 200  20 46.0 8.0 −1:20  0:09 −1:200.08 S 4.3 56 04 49 04.66 −54 49 10.1 A
MP J0601-3926 2270320 451  45 97.010.0 −1:29  0:09 −1:270.07 S 6.2 43 06 01 00.77 −39 26 18.1 A
MP J0605-5036 1040 70 358  35 43.0 8.0 −0:85  0:10 −1:290.08 D 9.4 105 06 05 47.25 −50 36 41.7 A
MP J0618-7340 750 50 ... 25.0 6.0 ... −1:370.10 ... ... ... 06 18 47.54 −73 40 40.8 M
MP J0648-7118 1000 50 300  30 42.0 7.0 −0:96  0:09 −1:280.07 S 2.5 45 06 48 37.38 −71 18 26.4 A
MP J0731-6621 870 40 ... 40.0 7.0 ... −1:240.07 ... ... ... 07 31 47.00 −66 21 30.3 M
MP J0839-7359 1450 60 ... 69.0 7.0 ... −1:230.04 DF ... ... 08 39 33.28 −73 59 37.4 M
MP J1033-3418 5590250 ... 268.022.0 ... −1:230.04 ... ... ... 10 33 13.04 −34 18 48.4 M
MP J1119-3631 2440 70 542  54 113.014.0 −1:21  0:10 −1:240.05 S 4.8 166 11 19 21.81 −36 31 39.5 A
MP J1208-3403 4650210 ... 198.018.0 ... −1:280.04 ... ... ... 12 08 39.17 −34 03 10.7 M
MP J1250-4026 6030180 ... 299.018.0 ... −1:210.03 ... ... ... 12 50 05.68 −40 26 28.7 M
MP J1250-4119 1350 60 167  16 63.0 9.0 −1:67  0:09 −1:240.06 S 7.4 123 12 50 46.49 −41 19 35.7 A
MP J1355-7806 1690 90 ... 44.0 6.0 ... −1:470.06 DF ... ... 13 55 35.57 −78 06 43.7 M
MP J1657-7423 1080 50 ... 50.0 7.0 ... −1:240.06 ... ... ... 16 57 44.73 −74 23 09.3 M
MP J1710-7343 910 70 47  4 26.0 6.0 −2:37  0:10 −1:440.10 S ... 149 17 10 17.73 −73 43 19.1 A
MP J1733-8342 4630210 ... 198.012.0 ... −1:270.03 ... ... ... 17 33 55.38 −83 42 48.0 M
MP J1755-6916 1580 90 486  48 71.0 7.0 −0:94  0:09 −1:250.05 D 0.5 90 17 55 30.23 −69 16 49.8 A
MP J1758-6738 3000140 478  47 112.0 9.0 −1:47  0:09 −1:330.04 D 31.2 119 17 58 51.25 −67 38 30.5 A
MP J1821-7457 2190110 ... 77.0 7.0 ... −1:350.04 ... ... ... 18 21 59.83 −74 57 47.5 M
MP J1909-7755 900 70 182  18 41.0 6.0 −1:28  0:09 −1:250.07 D 27.9 81 19 09 57.19 −77 56 01.5 A
MP J1912-5349 1110 70 441  44 56.0 8.0 −0:74  0:09 −1:210.06 D 17.0 45 19 12 20.77 −53 49 01.3 A
MP J1921-6217 2110 40 400  40 79.0 8.0 −1:33  0:08 −1:330.04 S 3.4 113 19 21 03.06 −62 17 25.2 A
MP J1921-5431 4590210 ... 66.0 8.0 ... −1:710.05 ... ... ... 19 21 52.92 −54 31 51.8 M
MP J1929-3732 3260110 806  80 135.012.0 −1:12  0:09 −1:290.04 S 3.7 14 19 29 08.51 −37 32 48.8 A
MP J1940-4236 1340 70 ... 64.0 9.0 ... −1:230.06 ... ... ... 19 40 58.04 −42 36 49.5 M
MP J1942-5553 2120110 385  38 74.0 8.0 −1:37  0:08 −1:360.05 S 6.7 176 19 42 06.97 −55 53 32.6 A
MP J1943-4030 4400140 ... 153.012.0 ... −1:360.03 DF ... ... 19 43 52.33 −40 30 10.9 M
MP J1953-4852 860 30 143  14 42.0 8.0 −1:44  0:09 −1:220.08 S 4.7 115 19 53 39.88 −48 52 13.8 A
MP J2002-5252 2730130 411  41 76.0 9.0 −1:52  0:09 −1:450.05 S 4.5 29 20 02 22.89 −52 52 51.8 A
MP J2003-8340 1600 80 253  25 67.0 6.0 −1:48  0:09 −1:280.04 S 3.5 106 20 03 30.73 −83 41 00.0 A
MP J2017-5747 1860160 287  28 79.0 8.0 −1:50  0:08 −1:280.05 S 11.8 28 20 17 48.11 −57 47 11.9 A
MP J2045-6018 11160340 2105  210 447.024.0 −1:34  0:09 −1:300.02 D 41.6 44 20 45 21.82 −60 18 51.5 A
MP J2048-5750 2810130 494  49 137.010.0 −1:39  0:09 −1:220.03 S 5.7 18 20 48 36.64 −57 50 47.6 A
MP J2126-5439 1180 80 282  28 57.0 8.0 −1:15  0:12 −1:220.06 D 17.1 147 21 26 53.65 −54 39 36.0 A
MP J2204-5831 900 70 148  14 44.0 8.0 −1:45  0:08 −1:220.08 S 10.5 11 22 04 05.48 −58 31 38.3 A
MP J2222-4723 910 70 509  50 45.0 9.0 −0:47  0:09 −1:210.09 D 9.1 148 22 22 53.71 −47 23 12.1 A
MP J2226-7654 900 60 203  20 35.0 6.0 −1:19  0:09 −1:310.07 S 4.1 107 22 26 56.90 −76 54 48.0 A
MP J2229-3824 8210210 ... 412.023.0 ... −1:210.02 ... ... ... 22 29 46.94 −38 24 02.9 M
MP J2308-6423 1750 90 301  30 39.0 7.0 −1:41  0:09 −1:540.08 D 14.3 7 23 08 45.21 −64 23 33.3 A
MP J2313-4243 1390 60 ... 58.0 9.0 ... −1:280.07 ... ... ... 23 13 58.76 −42 43 38.1 M
MP J2352-6154 1450 40 311  31 69.0 8.0 −1:23  0:10 −1:230.05 D 56.1 148 23 52 55.52 −61 54 06.9 A
MP J2357-3445 8700350 ... 117.014.0 ... −1:740.05 ... ... ... 23 57 01.09 −34 45 38.9 M
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WN J0029+3439 40.9 −1.34 12.8 4.2
WN J0121+4305 50.8 −1.39 ... 7.1
WN J0315+3757 13.3 −1.35 1.7 14.8
WN J0559+6926 12.9 −1.31 0.3 4.6
WN J0641+4325 15.6 −1.57 ... 195.6
WN J0725+4123 35.5 −1.39 8.3 183.0
WN J0756+5010 29.9 −1.31 1.7 127.3
WN J0830+3018 13.9 −1.41 3.5 27.3
WN J0835+3439 19.1 −1.38 58.0 24.6
WN J0923+4602 12.1 −1.49 21.6 17.0
WN J0952+5153 16.1 −1.76 2.7 194.1
WN J0955+6023 10.9 −1.54 3.1 1.0
WN J1014+7407 21.8 −1.41 2.2 147.7
WN J1026+2943 12.0 −1.31 11.9 136.5
WN J1030+5415 29.2 −1.39 6.1 16.4
WN J1052+4826 154.2 −1.31 10.0 38.1
WN J1124+3228 38.9 −1.31 5.7 101.2
WN J1130+4911 18.9 −1.34 37.0 18.9
WN J1141+6924 11.8 −1.32 ... 1.4
WN J1148+5116 20.5 −1.35 6.7 1.0
WN J1152+3732 17.1 −2.18 15.0 159.9
WN J1232+4621 19.8 −1.30 12.5 42.9
WN J1258+5041 28.8 −1.42 44.9 3.7
WN J1259+3121 34.0 −1.41 20.6 0.0
WN J1330+6505 10.5 −1.34 1.8 21.5
WN J1353+3336 15.9 −1.31 ... 3.3
WN J1400+4348 20.2 −1.49 6.4 29.2
WN J1403+3109 45.7 −1.35 11.0 148.5
WN J1410+4615 14.2 −1.36 4.4 42.5
WN J1440+3707 16.7 −1.76 7.4 182.0
WN J1459+4947 18.7 −1.53 3.0 47.2
WN J1558+7028 15.7 −1.36 2.1 2.8
WN J1624+4202 11.0 −1.31 24.4 182.2
WN J1628+3932 3680.7 −1.36 48.8 0.0
WN J1717+3828 35.8 −1.60 33.6 141.4
WN J1752+2949 16.9 −1.42 3.2 3.4
WN J1801+3336 11.6 −1.69 2.5 1.5
WN J1815+3656 17.6 −1.34 1.6 195.0
WN J1819+6213 12.7 −1.45 1.6 122.9
WN J1852+5711 53.4 −1.36 ... 145.4
WN J1927+6436 80.3 −1.44 20.1 6.2
WN J1944+6552 147.2 −1.53 1.8 147.5
WN J2146+3330 10.8 −1.56 ... 4.6
WN J2147+3137 25.4 −1.46 ... 31.9
WN J2313+3842 11.3 −1.50 ... 0.0
WN J2313+4053 40.2 −1.42 1.5 36.4
a Likelihood Ratio, see text






TN J0244+0327 84.8 −1.38 ... 6.9
TN J0245+2700 54.0 −1.47 ... 30.5
TN J0250+0130 39.1 −1.45 ... 14.7
TN J0256−2717 177.9 −1.32 ... 126.6
TN J0301+0155 402.7 −1.70 ... 21.3
TN J0433+0717 33.1 −1.44 ... 29.9
TN J0443−1212 56.8 −1.47 20.2 162.1
TN J0510−1838 641.3 −1.76 36.1 0.0
TN J0729+2436 68.9 −2.03 19.4 129.0
TN J0812+0915 43.4 −1.38 ... 37.7
TN J0818−0741 59.3 −1.38 ... 96.5
TN J0958−1103 70.6 −1.35 ... 181.8
TN J1043+2404 52.0 −1.59 3.7 167.8
TN J1053−1518 63.7 −1.33 ... 1.8
TN J1117−1409 134.5 −1.31 ... 128.0
TN J1220+0604 65.1 −1.50 ... 189.4
TN J1239+1005 79.3 −1.75 ... 180.7
TN J1245−1127 88.0 −1.32 ... 146.1
TN J1326−2330 83.2 −1.37 ... 190.1
TN J1408−0855 114.3 −1.34 ... 160.9
TN J1418−2256 82.0 −1.38 7.6 85.4
TN J1513−2417 83.6 −1.34 ... 2.5
TN J1521+0741 105.6 −2.10 ... 0.0
TN J1531−3234 80.6 −1.39 4.8 172.5
TN J1547−2218 72.4 −1.32 ... 7.1
TN J1556−2759 66.4 −1.65 ... 9.2
TN J1628+1604 55.5 −1.77 ... 153.7
TN J1646−1328 102.5 −1.32 ... 119.7
TN J1701+0252 57.1 −1.36 ... 19.4
TN J1707−1120 54.2 −1.53 ... 85.5
TN J1710−0826 69.2 −1.38 ... 8.8
TN J1953−0541 59.0 −1.56 ... 71.3
TN J2028+0811 74.8 −1.34 ... 33.1
TN J2155−2109 77.2 −1.31 ... 184.6
TN J2335+0634 84.3 −1.33 ... 189.2
a Likelihood Ratio, see text






MP J0003−3556 2440 −1.28 ... 0.0
MP J0103−3225 2290 −1.29 ... 88.1
MP J0618−7340 750 −1.37 ... 7.5
MP J1033−3418 5590 −1.23 ... 81.7
MP J1250−4026 1350 −1.24 7.4 131.0
MP J1921−5431 4590 −1.71 ... 0.0
MP J1943−4030 4400 −1.36 ... 0.0
MP J2313−4243 1390 −1.28 ... 95.5
MP J2357−3445 8700 −1.74 ... 0.0
a Likelihood Ratio, see text
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Table A.7: WN identications from the literature
Name z R[mag] F aX Identication Reference
WN J0633+4653 ... 23.6 ... 4C +46.12 Chambers et al. 1996a
WN J0648+4309 ... 23.0 ... B3 0644+432 Wieringa & Katgert 1992
WN J0658+4444 ... 23.4 ... B3 0654+448 Wieringa & Katgert 1992
WN J0717+4611 1.462 21.6 ... B3 0714+462 De Breuck et al. 1998b
WN J0725+4123 ... ... 0.1137 1RXS J072600.0+4 Voges et al. 1999
WN J0923+4602 ... ... 0.0242 1WGA J0923.1+460 White, Giommi & Angelini 1994
WN J0952+5153 0.214 ... 0.2413 ZwCl 0949.6+5207 Voges et al. 1999
WN J1148+5116 ... ... 0.0508 1RXS J114802.7+5 Voges et al. 1999
WN J1152+3732 ... ... 0.0192 1WGA J1152.5+373 White, Giommi & Angelini 1994
WN J1259+3121 ... 16.2 ... NGP9 F323-0140639 Odewahn & Aldering 1996
WN J1332+3009 ... 19.8 ... NGP9 F324-0235590 Odewahn & Aldering 1996
WN J1352+4259 ... 21.7 ... 4C +43.31 Vigotti et al. 1989
WN J1359+7447 ... ... 0.07485 1RXS J135916.0+7 Voges et al. 1999
WN J1400+4348 ... 8.2 HD122441 SIMBAD
WN J1410+4615 ... ... SHK 010 Shakhbazian 1973
WN J1436+6319 4.261 24.1 ... 4C +63.20 Lacy et al. 1994
WN J1440+3707 ... ... 0.07944 1RXS J144005.4+3 Voges et al. 1999
WN J1628+3932 0.031 13.1 4.5 NGC 6166 Zabludo et al. 1993
WN J1736+6502 ... 22.2 ... 8C 1736+650 Lacy et al. 1993
WN J1829+6913 ... ... 0.05765 1RXS J182903.8+6 Voges et al. 1999
WN J1852+5711 ... ... 0.1466 1RXS J185209.4+5 Voges et al. 1999
WN J1944+6552 ... ... 0.1118 1RXS J194423.1+6 Voges et al. 1999
WN J2319+4251 ... ... 0.1255 1RXS J231947.4+4 Voges et al. 1999
aFX is the number of X-ray counts s
−1 as listed in the cited catalogs.
Table A.8: TN identications from the literature
Name z R[mag] F aX Identication Reference
TN J0055+2624 0.1971 ... ... ABELL 85 Giovannini, Tordi & Feretti 1999
TN J0102−2152 0.0604 ... ... ABELL 133 Komissarov & Gubanov 1994
TN J0245+2700 ... ... 0.0782 1RXS J024521.0+2 Bade et al. 1998
TN J0256−2717 0.480 19.2 ... MRC 0254-27 McCarthy et al. 1996
TN J0301+0155 0.170 ... 0.2053 ZwCl 0258.9+0142 Crawford et al. 1995
TN J0408−2418 2.440 22.7 ... MRC 0406-244 McCarthy et al. 1996
TN J0510−1838 ... 19.5 0.00314 1RXS J051032.4-1 Voges et al. 1999
TN J0630−2834 ... ... 0.00314 1WGA J0630.8-283 White, Giommi & Angelini 1994
TN J0729+2436 ... ... 0.1752 1RXS J072927.4+2 Voges et al. 1999
TN J0936−2243 1.339 23.0 ... 3C 222 Heckman et al. 1994
TN J0958−1103 0.153 ... 1.64 ABELL 0907 McCarthy et al. 1996
TN J1521+0742 0.045 14.5 1.64 NGC 5920 Komissarov & Gubanov 1994
TN J2106−2405 2.491 22.7 ... MRC 2104-242 McCarthy et al. 1996
TN J2239−0429 ... 18.8 ... 4C -04.85 Ro¨ttgering et al. 1995
TN J2320+1222 ... 22.9 ... MRC 2317+120 Ro¨ttgering et al. 1995
aFX is the number of X-ray counts s
−1 as listed in the cited catalogs.
Table A.9: MP identications from the literature
Name z R[mag] F aX Identication Reference
MP J0003−3556 0.0497 13.2 0.5206 ABELL 2717 Collins et al. 1995
MP J0103−3225 ... 19.0 IRAS F01009-3241 Condon et al. 1995
MP J1250−4026 ... ... 0.000595 1RXP J125006-402 Voges et al. 1999
MP J1943−4030 ... 17.3 ABELL 3646 Abell et al. 1989
MP J2313−4243 0.0564 14.6 2.024 ABELL S1101 Stocke et al. 1991
MP J2357−3445 0.0490 13.7 2.27 ABELL 4059 Postman & Lauer 1995
aFX is the number of X-ray counts s
−1 as listed in the cited catalogs.
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Appendix B: Radio Maps
B.1. VLA Maps of the WN Sample
VLA maps of the WN sample. The contour scheme is a geomet-
ric progression in
p
2, which implies a factor 2 change in surface
brightness every 2 contours. The rst contour level, indicated
above each plot, is at 3rms, where rms is the rms noise deter-
mined around the sources. The restoring beams are indicated
in the lower left corner of the plots. Two maps are given for
each source, one showing a 60 eld of view to show possible re-
lated components, and a smaller blow-up of the source to show
its morphology. The open cross indicates the NVSS position.
Sources identied on the POSS have been marked in the top
right corner.
B.2. FIRST Maps of the WN Sample
FIRST maps of the WN sample.Contours are as in section B.1.
B.3. VLA Maps of the TN Sample
VLA maps of the TN sample. Contours are as in section B.1.
B.4. FIRST Maps of the TN Sample
FIRST maps of the TN sample. Contours are as in section B.1..
B.5. ATCA Maps of the TN Sample
ATCA maps of the TN sample. Contours are as in section B.1..
B.6. ATCA Maps of the MP Sample
ATCA maps of the MP sample. Contours are as in section B.1..
Appendix C: Radio Spectra
C.1. Radio Spectra for the WN Sample
Radio spectra of the WN sample using data from the literature.
The two connected flux points indicate the spectral index used
to select the source in the USS sample. Note the steeper spectra
with higher frequency in most objects.
C.2. Radio Spectra for the TN Sample
Radio spectra of the TN sample using data from the literature.
The two connected flux points indicate the spectral index used
to select the source in the USS sample. Note the steeper spectra
with higher frequency in most objects.
C.3. Radio Spectra for the MP Sample
Radio spectra of the MP sample using data from the literature
and our ATCA observations (diamonds). The two connected
flux points indicate the spectral index used to select the source
in the USS sample. Note the steeper spectra with higher fre-
quency in most objects.
Appendix D: POSS Finding Charts
D.1. POSS Finding Charts for the WN Sample
POSS nding charts of the WN sample. The open cross indi-
cates the NVSS position.
D.2. POSS Finding Charts for the TN Sample
POSS nding charts of the TN sample. The open cross indi-
cates the NVSS position.
D.3. POSS Finding Charts for the MP Sample
POSS nding charts of the MP sample. The open cross indi-
cates the MRC position.
